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Abstrat
The highly turbulent wake and the wake interation of merging wakes between
multiple wind turbines are modelled using Large Eddy Simulation(LES) in a
general Navier-Stokes solver. The Atuator Line(AL) tehnique is employed to
model the wind turbines, and the aeroelasti omputations are fully oupled
with the ow solver. The numerial simulations inlude the study of the far
wake behind a single turbine, three idealised ases of innitely long rows of
turbines and nally three innite wind farm senarios with dierent spaings.
The ow harateristis between the turbines, turbine performane, and prin-
ipal turbulent quantities are examined for the dierent senarios. The study
fouses on the large oherent strutures and movements of the wake behind
and between wind turbines. The large oherent strutures are analysed using
Proper Orthogonal Deomposition(POD). POD onstitutes the basis for two
proposed dynami wake models of the turbulent wake deep inside large wind
farms. The rst model is based on a diret reonstrution using POD, while
the other model(REDOMO) is based on an additional redution by only in-
luding the most dominant frequenies. The ow elds derived from the two
wake models are assessed and veried by omparing turbine performane and
loads to those derived from the ow extrated from the full numerial simula-
tions. The most omprehensive model yields exellent agreement for small and
intermediate turbine spaing, while the simpler version is unable to resolve the
omplex dynamis due to severe temporal ltering. The models have diul-
ties apturing the more extreme and spurious events for larger turbine spaings.
The performane is also ompared to stohastially generated Mann turbulene,
whih gives better results for larger spaings. The omparison also reveals how
muh information should be retained by the POD models to add more value
than simply applying homogeneous turbulene as inow.
iv
Resumé
Det komplekse og turbulente kølvand bag vindmøller og i særdeleshed vek-
selsvirkninger i kølvandet mellem mange vindmøller er simuleret ved hjælp af
Large Eddy Simulation(LES) implementeret i en generel Navier-Stokes løser.
Atuator Linje metoden bruges til at simulere vindmøllerne, og de aeroelastiske
beregninger er fuldt koblet med Navier-Stokes løseren. Der er foretaget tre
forskellige typer numeriske beregninger for at studere: kølvandet bag en enkelt
vindmølle, tre idealiserede senarier med uendelige rækker af vindmøller og slut-
teligt tre uendelige vindmøllerparker med variende afstand mellem møllerne.
Strømningerne mellem møllerne beskrives, møllernes ydeevne og de primære tur-
bulente størrelser undersøges i de forskellige senarier. Undersøgelsen fokuserer
på de store sammenhængende strukturer og disses bevægelser i strømningsfeltet
bag og mellem vindmøllerne. De store sammenhængende strukturer analyseres
ved hjælp af Proper Orthogonal Deomposition(POD). POD udgør også funda-
mentet for to dynamiske modeller, der beskriver de turbulente strømninger dybt
inde i store vindmølleparker. Den ene model er baseret på en direkte genskabelse
af strømningsfeltet via POD, mens den anden model(REDOMO) er baseret på
en yderligere reduering ved kun at medtage de mest dominerende frekvenser.
De to modellers strømningsfelter undersøges og veriferes ved at sammenligne
produktion og belastninger med de tilsvarende for det fulde strømningsfelt. Den
mest omfattende model giver glimrende resultater for små og mellemstore afs-
tande, mens den simplere model er ude af stand til at beskrive den komplekse
dynamik på grund af den tidsmæssige ltrering. Modellerne har problemer med
at beskrive dynamikken for store afstande på grund af mere ekstreme og plud-
selige uktuationer. Endelig sammenlignes med stokastisk genereret turbulens,
der giver bedre resultater for store afstande. Sammenligningen afslører også
hvor meget information modellerne skal inkludere for at opnå bedre resultater
end ved blot at anvende homogen turbulens.
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Re Reynolds number.
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s Skewness.
St Strouhal number.
T Thrust.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Humanity has harnessed the power of the wind for thousands of years initially
through sails and wind mills. By the end of the 19th entury pioneers suh
as Poul la Cour employed wind turbines for generating eletriity. The devel-
opment of industrial sized wind turbines aelerated with the emerging energy
risis in the 1970's, partiular in ountries suh as USA, Sweden, Germany, and
Denmark. In 1980, the world's rst onshore wind farm with 20 turbines was
installed in Crothed Mountain, NH, USA, and followed in 1991 by the rst
oshore wind farm onsisting of 11 turbines at Vindeby, Denmark. Other no-
table oshore wind farms inlude Horns Rev I, Denmark, whih was installed
in 2002 with 80 Vestas V80-2.0 MW turbines and produes approximately 2%
of the annual eletriity onsumption in Denmark. As of 2013, the rst phase
of the London Array is the largest operating wind farm onsisting of 175 wind
turbines with a total apaity of 630MW. In 2012 a total of approximately 5GW
is installed oshore aording to the "Deep Water" report [7℄.
In 2008, the EU adopted a baseline target that at least 20% of the total
energy onsumption must be supplied by renewable energy soures by 2020
1
. In
2012, Denmark set out even higher aims that 35% of the total energy onsump-
tion should ome from renewables by 2020, and that the entire Danish energy
supply should be derived from renewables by 2050. Wind power is urrently
the most developed renewable tehnology and is expeted to deliver the lion's
share in the transition from fossil based energy prodution to renewables. As
suh, Denmark aims to over 50% of the total Danish eletriity onsumption
by wind power by 2020. Amongst a number of neessary initiatives in the Dan-
ish poliy plan
2
are the installment of 1, 500MW oshore and an expeted net
inrease in installed onshore apaity of 500MW . The reent "Deep Water" re-
port [7℄ states that a total of 40GW and as muh as 140GW ould be installed
oshore by 2020 and 2030, respetively. Globally, there are large wind farms
under development, and several prospets with apaity of 1, 000 + MW are
under development, partiular around the British Isles. Triton Knoll Oshore
Wind Farm was given the nal onsent in July 2013 with a planned apaity
1
Diretive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Counil, April
23rd, 2009: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=Oj:L:2009:140:
0016:0062:en:PDF
2
Danish Energy Poliy 2012: http://www.ens.dk/politik/dansk-klima-energipolitik/
politiske-aftaler-pa-energiomradet/energiaftalen-22-marts-2012
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of 1, 200MW and up to 288 turbines. It is the biggest oshore wind farm de-
velopment approved in the world
3
. Suh wind farms will be instrumental in
reahing the objetives laid out in adopted poliies around the world aimed
at making green and renewable energy deliver a larger portion of the world's
total energy onsumption. Large wind farms on this sale also provide new
hallenges in terms of optimizing power prodution and dereasing the overall
ost of energy, as large sale wind farm power prodution is still in its infany.
These hallenges leads to an ever inreasing demand for improved engineering
methods and tools. The present work sets out to provide new insights aimed at
addresssing the hallenges related to wake modelling inside large wind farms,
suh as optimizing turbine design and wind farm layout.
Challenges Related to Large Wind Farms
Large wind farms are usually organised in a systemati pattern of rows and
olumns, e.g. the layout of Horns Rev is an 8 × 10 array with spaings of 14R
and 20R. The array onguration and the diretional variability of the wind
means that all turbines will experiene wake situations, where the turbine is
more or less aligned with one or more upstream turbines and their wake(s).
A wind turbine operating in the wake of one or more wind turbines yields
signiantly less power, e.g. Barthelmie et al. [13℄ reported redutions of more
than 40% for ertain wind diretions at Horns Rev. Furthermore, the turbine
is also subjet to greater loadings due to inreased turbulene levels, whih
subsequently leads to inreased fatique loads. However, the inreased turbulene
also failitates an inreased turbulent mixing, whih entrains energy from the
surrounding atmosphere leading to a faster wake reovery.
An important part of the highly turbulent ow is the large oherent stru-
tures. Kelley et al. [32℄ investigated the strutural impat of large oherent
strutures, and showed the potential detrimental impat on dierent turbine
omponents as loads are transferred from the low frequenies to high frequen-
ies through the struture. Kelley et al. distinguished between large oherent
strutures of the same magnitude as the turbine or smaller and even larger
onvetive strutures. The onvetive strutures are often denoted wake me-
andering, as Larsen et al. [33℄, [34℄ assoiated this meandering with the large
sale atmospheri turbulene. Medii and Alfredsson [45℄ related meandering to
a wake instability analogous to the vortex shedding behind a blu body. The
large sales enhane the turbulent mixing, but the large sales are also responsi-
ble for exerting higher and partiular dierential loads on the turbine due to the
partial wake alignment originating from the large movements of the turbulent
wake. The extration of energy balaned with the inreased turbulent mixing
means the ow deep inside a large wind farm tends asymptotily towards an
equilibrium wake or innite wind farm state. Despite tending towards suh an
equilibrium state, the highly turbulent ow is very omplex and the understand-
ing of this asymptoti senario is of great interest beause it is diretly related
to the predition of power prodution and loads.
Reliable power and load preditions are hene very intriate and yet essential
for optimizing the design of both the individual wind turbine and the layout
of wind farms. Furthermore, the variability in wind power prodution also
3
RenewableUK press release July 11th, 2013: http://www.renewableuk.om/en/news/
press-releases.fm/2013-07-11world-s-biggest-offshore-wind-farm-gets-go-ahead
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introdue hallenges in both short and long term preditions. The short term
predition is related to optimizing the overall farm performane through farm
ontrol, while the longer term preditions are essential for the integration of wind
power into the existing eletrial grid. Despite signiant advanes in measuring
instanteneous wake veloities using lidar, see Bingöl et al. [15℄ and Trujillo et
al. [71℄, deriving empirial knowledge from measuring ampaigns are still both
expensive and diult, beause measurements ontain large unertainties due to
the omplex and everhanging inow onditions. On the other hand, numerial
simulations have all the relevant properties desribed, but detailed numerial
simulations are very time onsuming, so simpler engineering models are still
utilized for optimization purposes.
Previous Work
Several engineering wake models exist, also alled kinemati models, and are
widely used due to their simpliity and omputational speed. Generally, these
models are based on simple single wake alulations and often assumes self-
similar veloity proles in the far wake. The models use dierent assumptions
to superpose merging wakes in order to desribe the overall wake interation
inside wind farms. However, "the superposition assumption ould be seriously
in error"(Ainslie [3℄). These methods are based on steady state onsiderations,
and are developed with the aim of prediting mean quantities, e.g. the mean
veloity for prediting average power prodution. Therefore, the models exlude
the details of the dynami wake interation and turbulene properties needed
to assess the instanteneous turbine performane and loadings. Notable models
inlude the models by N. O. Jensen [28℄ and Frandsen et al. [20℄. Jensen assumed
the wake behind a wind turbine to be analogous to a negative jet with a linear
wake expansion and operating at Betz' optimum(indution fator a = 13 ), and
derived an expliit expression for the asymptoti wind speed. Frandsen et al.
[20℄ developed a wake model based on momentum analysis over a ontrol volume.
Frandsen's model inludes three distint regimes, the rst regime of multiple
inline wake interation, the seond regime where the wake expansion is limited
due to the ground and adjaent rows of turbines and their wake, and hene the
ombined wake an only expand vertially. Finally, the third regime models the
equilibrium or innite senario, where the ow internally in the wind farm is
in balane with the boundary layer reated over the wind farm. The Frandsen
solution yields a linear expansion of the wake area, i.e. D ∝ √x. Several
of these engineering models are apable of giving good agreement with some
experiments, partiular in terms of overall farm eieny. However, the results
are not onsistent, not even for the same wake model. Barthelmie et al. [12℄
showed an average absolute error of 15% in determining the wind veloity at hub
height using six dierent wake models. Furthermore, the models does generally
not inlude the dynamis of the wake, whih prevent a proper predition of the
turbine loads.
Frandsen [22℄ proposed a model for assessing fatique loads on rotors using
the eetive turbulene intensity as the governing parameter, arguing that the
various hanges in turbulene properties are usually orrelated with the stan-
dard deviation of wind speed utuations. The eetive turbulene intensity is
hene taken as a design variable, and not as a physial quantity. The model
has shown improved auray ompared to the existing engineering models, al-
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beit still oassionally resulting in large disrepanies between the predited and
measured results. The models still lak a omplete alibration and veriation
before they an be applied to all situations, partiular inside large wind farms.
Barthelmie et al. [12℄ ompared six dierent wake models with measurements
from Vindeby wind farm, and onluded: "the spread of the wake model predi-
tions is onsiderable even for these relative simple oshore single wake ases".
A thorough overview of dierent wake models are given by Sanderse [55℄ and
Shepers [59℄.
The analytial models have also been ombined with models desribing the
so-alled meandering or large sale motions of the wake governed by the large
atmospheri sales, rst introdued by Ainslie [2℄ and [3℄. The Dynami Wake
Meandering(DWM) model by Larsen et al. [33℄ and [34℄ is based on this hypoth-
esis. The DWM model is state-of-the art in applied wake modelling and om-
bines the eets of quasi-steady wake deits, wake turbulene and a stohasti
model of the wake meandering, whih transports the quasi-steady wake deit
downstream as a passive traer. The DWM model has been shown to yield good
agreement with experimental data measured behind a single turbine using lidar,
e.g. Bingöl et al. [15℄ and Trujillo et al. [71℄, and the DWM model has provided
good agreement with both measured power prodution and loads for free wake
situations and the fth turbine in a wake situation at the Duth wind farm
Egmond aan Zee, see Larsen et al. [35℄. However, the DWM model is based
on the ltered output from stohastily determined turbulene. Stohasti tur-
bulene models, suh as Mann [42℄ and [43℄ or Veers [72℄, require deterministi
parameters. Solari and Piardo [61℄ and Saranyasoontorn and Manuel [58℄ ex-
amined the variability in parameters based on eld measurements. Saranyasoon-
torn and Manuel onluded that the large variability of deterministi parameters
generally gave rise to insigniant variability in the turbine load statistis, ex-
ept a few load ases, e.g. yaw loads, whih needs to be onsidered when deter-
mining design loads for wind turbines. Frandsen and Madsen [21℄ investigated
the inuene of ambient turbulene in large wind farms and found the internal
turbulene to be dominated by the inherent turbulene stemming from the tur-
bines and the ambient atmospheri turbulene to be less relevant. Barthelmie
et al. [12℄ also onluded their model omparison stating "the need for more
and better-quality measurements and further model evaluation, partiularly for
the multiple wake ases".
The dynami and strutural loads on a wind turbine are usually modelled
using aeroelasti odes suh as HAWC2 or Flex5. HAWC2 is a multi-body
approah and developed at Risø National Laboratory, see Larsen et al. [37℄.
Flex5 employs a modal approah for determining the response and loads, and
was developed at the Tehnial University of Denmark by Stig Øye, see Øye
[52℄.
Wakes and wake interation in wind farms have been modelled and stud-
ied numerially using Computational Fluid Dynamis(CDF), where the rotor is
modelled in various ways. Previously, the turbines have been simulated merely
as roughness elements, but state-of-the-art today is using the Atuator Dis
or Atuator Line methods. These methods ouple the Navier-Stokes equations
with body fores to inlude the eet of the wind turbines on the ow with-
out having to fully resolve the boundary layers over the rotating blades. The
Navier-Stokes based Atuator Dis method was rst introdued by Sørensen and
Myken [62℄ to simulate axisymmetri ows around wind turbines. The Atu-
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ator Line tehnique was later introdued as an extension to full 3-dimensional
ows by Sørensen and Shen [63℄. Both methods have been used extensively
for wake studies on single and multiple wind turbines in wind farms. The so-
alled Fuga wake model, see Ott et al. [51℄, is based on a linearised version of
the Navier-Stokes equations ombined with Atuator Dis and implemented in
WAsP(Wind Atlas Analysis and Appliation Program, Mann et al. [44℄) using
a number of look-up tables, whih ensure high omputational speed. Troldborg
[68℄ and Ivanell [27℄ amongst other have used full CFD simulations and the
Atuator Dis and Atuator Line methods. These latter numerial studies also
employed Large Eddy Simulation(LES), whih simulate the large eddies and
model the small eddies through a sub-grid sale model. Other reent studies
have investigated large wind farms within the atmospheri boundary layer, e.g.
Lu and Porté-Agel [39℄ and Calaf et al. [16℄. The simulations have provided
valuable insights into wake dynamis, but run times are long and thus unsuit-
able for engineering appliations as testing and optimizing dierent wind farm
layouts require numerous runs.
Present Work
The present work aims to ontribute additional knowledge on wakes and wake
interation deep within large wind farms. Gaining more knowledge on the om-
plex wake interation is an ruial part of the ontinued optimizing of wind
turbine design and wind farm layouts in order to improve the overall eieny
and lower the ost of energy. The work inludes the analyses of numerous sim-
ulations, from the study of the wake behind a single turbine (Chapter 3) via
idealised ases of innite rows of wind turbines (Chapter 4) before investigating
ases of innite wind farms operating in an atmospheri boundary layer(Chapter
5). This natural progression is hosen in order to isolate and investigate the in-
dividual eets leading to the highly omplex wake dynamis deep inside large
wind farms operating in the atmospheri boundary layer. The analyses of these
simulations set out to investigate the key omponents of the turbulent wake in-
teration with the aim of onstruting a new dynami wake model desribing the
omplex inow experiened by wind turbines operating in large wind farms. The
wake models are onstruted and validated in Chapter 6. Preliminary results
have been reported in Andersen et al. [5℄ and [6℄.
The tradeo between apturing the omplex dynamis of the ow and the
need for short omputational times remain a pending issue in developing dy-
nami wake models appliable to wind turbine design and wind farm optimiza-
tion. Sanderse [55℄ listed three riterias whih any suessful wake model should
fulll:
1. Performane and Eieny: The wake model must enable the engineer to
alulate the rotor performane and overall park eieny, whih requires
a good predition of the time-averaged wake veloity prole.
2. Dynami Load and Power Predition: Reliable predition of the dynami
loads experiened by the turbine and the utuations in power prodution
are key for design optimization, and both are related to the turbulent
utuations in the wake.
3. Large Turbulent Strutures: The wake model must inlude the predition
of large sale turbulent strutures(meandering).
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The proposed wake models are derived from detailed CFD omputations
using Atuator Line and LES to simulate the turbulent wake interation deep
inside large wind farms. Therefore, the underlying assumption throughout this
analysis is that the numerial simulations model the fundamental physis or-
retly. Proper Orthogonal Deomposition(POD) is employed to extrat and
identify the dominant turbulent strutures, whih will eventually form the basis
for two proposed wake models. POD is also known as or losely related to Prini-
pal Component Analysis(PCA), Karhunen-Loève Transform(KLT), EigenValue
Deomposition(EVD), and Singular Value Deomposition(SVD). The applia-
tion of POD determines a set of optimal and orthogonal omponents with de-
reasing variane, whih an be used for data ompression, e.g. for image om-
pression. POD is onsidered the most eient linear deomposition, e.g. more
eient than a Fourier deomposition, beause it determines an optimal set of
modes, whih maximize the kineti energy ontent. In the eld of uid dy-
namis, POD has proven very useful in examining and deteting large oherent
turbulent strutures, as rst proposed by Lumley [40℄. Pioneering work have
been onduted by Aubry et al. [10℄ as well as Sirovih [60℄, who developed
the so-alled snapshot POD. POD have traditionally been applied extensively
to experimental data, e.g. Citriniti and George [17℄ and Johansson and George
[30℄. In reent years POD has also beome inreasingly popular as an analysis
tool for CFD data with the advent of powerful superomputers, whih enables
handling of the huge data sets generated by CFD, e.g. Noak et al. [50℄.
The two proposed wake models are omprised of a trunated reonstrution
of the turbulent ow based on POD. As suh the models are low-dimensional
models or redued order models, whih is a well-known approah from other uid
dynami areas. Examples of low-dimensional models inlude the wake behind a
ylinder, see Noak et al. [50℄, ow around an airfoil by Stankiewiz et al. [66℄,
and avity driven ow by Jørgensen et al. [31℄. Suh low-dimensional models are
often employed for ow ontrol, see Noak et al. [49℄, beause low-dimensional
models apture the dynamis and are omputational eient enough to enable
the fast adoption by atuators to antiipate highly dynami hanges in the ow.
Initial appliation of POD in the eld of wind turbines have been done by
Spitler et al. [65℄, Lindberg et al. [38℄, Saranyasoontorn and Manuel [56℄ and
[58℄, and Troldborg [68℄. Lindberg et al. and Spitler et al. applied POD to
measurements in the atmospheri boundary layer and validated the promis-
ing potential of applying POD for optimal ow representation as opposed to
Fourier deomposition. Saranyasoontorn and Manuel [56℄ reated a ompelling
low-dimensional model for the turbulent inow for wind turbines by applying
POD on turbulene generated using a Kaimal spetral model. The model was
veried by examining the turbine response and loads, whih showed very good
agreement.
The present work aims to reate a wake model, whih desribe and apture
the highly dynami and turbulent inow based on detailed turbulene mod-
elling of the ow deep inside large wind farms. The wake models aspire to
apture the neessary dynamis in order to address all three riterias satisfato-
rily within one dynami model and be omputational eient enough to settle
the aforementioned tradeo between the fast and simple kinemati models and
the expensive and detailed CFD omputations.
Sine the two proposed models are derived diretly from the simulated
physis, the veriation proess is essentially a matter of determining the min-
6
imum number of fundamental omponents needed to reonstrut a ow, whih
results in mathing any given parameter, e.g. power prodution or load. Even-
tually, the models ould be veried against atual wind farm data to validate
the simulated physis.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
This hapter presents the bakground and theory for the general ow solver
EllipSys3D and the implemented LES model and Atuator Line(AL) method.
The approahes for introduing turbulene into the domain, modelling an at-
mospheri boundary layer as well as ensuring a onstant mass ux are also pre-
sented. Furthermore, it outlines the methodology used in the following analysis,
whih inludes determining statistial onvergene of the ow before perform-
ing a Proper Orthogonal Deomposition(POD). POD forms the basis for the
REDued Order MOdel(REDOMO), whih again will be veried by omparing
time series and equivalent loads.
2.1 Flow Solver
The numerial simulations are performed using the 3D ow solver EllipSys3D,
whih has been developed as a ollaboration between DTU(Mihelsen [46℄) and
the former Risø(Sørensen [64℄). This ode solves the disretised inompressible
Navier-Stokes equations in general urvilinear oordinates using a blok stru-
tured nite volume approah. EllipSys3D is formulated in primitive variables
(pressure-veloity) in a olloated grid arrangement. In the present work, the
pressure orretion equation is solved using the PISO algorithm and pressure
deoupling is avoided using the Rhie/Chow interpolation tehnique. The on-
vetive terms are disretised using a hybrid sheme ombining the third order
QUICK sheme and the fourth order CDS sheme. This tehnique was employed
as a ompromise to limit unphysial numerial wiggles related to a pure fourth
order sheme as well as numerial diusion due to the upwind biasing nature of
the QUICK sheme.
Large Eddy Simulation applies a low-pass lter on the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, whih results in a ltered veloity eld. The sales resolved by the grid are
simulated diretly by the ltered Navier-Stokes equations whereas sales below
the grid sale is modelled through a sub-grid sale(SGS) model, whih provides
the turbulene losure. Therefore, the veloity(V) is deomposed into a sum
of the ltered veloity(V) ontaining the large sales and the small sales(v′)
alulated using a sub-grid sale(SGS) model:
V = V + v′ (2.1)
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The resemblane to Reynolds deomposition is evident, but the Reynolds de-
omposition is ltered in time, whereas LES is a spatial ltering, and generally
v′ 6= 0. Further details of spatial ltering and SGS model are given in Setion
2.1.1.
The ow eld is thus approximated by solving the ltered 3D inompressible
Navier-Stokes equations for V:
∂V
∂t
+V·∇V = −1
ρ
∇p+∇[(ν+νSGS)∇V]+ 1
ρ
fWT+
1
ρ
fturb+
1
ρ
fpbl+
1
ρ
fmf . (2.2)
∇V = 0. (2.3)
where ρ denotes density, p is pressure, and ν is eddy visosity. A number of
atuators or body fores(fWT , fturb) fpbl and fmf are expliitly applied in the
simulations to model the eet of the wind turbine, atmospheri turbulene,
atmospheri boundary layer, and to aount for any loss in mass ux. The
individual body fores are desribed in detail in Setion 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.1.4 and
2.1.5, respetively. The ow solver is implemented in a normalised form, i.e.
the veloity omponents (V = (U, V,W )) are saled by the freestream veloity
U0. U , V , and W will be used interhangeable with
U
U0
,
V
U0
, and
W
U0
for the
streamwise, lateral, and vertial veloity omponent.
2.1.1 Large Eddy Simulation
The two key omponents of LES are the spatial ltering and modelling the SGS
visosity through a SGS model, and the urrent implementation is based on the
mixed sale model by Ta Phuo et al. [67℄.
The SGS visosity is determined by:
νSGS(β)(x, f) = ρCm|∇ ×V(x, t)|β
(
q2c
) 1−β
2 (x, t)∆
1+β
(2.4)
where ρ is the density of air, V is the ltered veloity, ∆ is the lter ut-o
length, whih is set equal to (∆V ol)1/3, where ∆V ol is the volume of a given
ell. x = (X,Y, Z) denotes the streamwise, lateral, and vertial diretion. Cm
and β are onstants set to 0.01 and 0.5.
The kineti energy q2c is evaluated as:
q2c (x, t) =
1
2
(
V − V˜)(V − V˜) (2.5)
where V − V˜ represents the high frequeny part of the resolved veloity eld
found by subtrating the veloity resolved using a seond lter V˜, referred to
as the test lter. The test lter is twie the size of the atual lter (∆˜ = 2∆),
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and the disrete implementation for alulating V˜ for the kineti energy is:
V˜ =
1
8
·V(i, j, k)
+
1
16
(
V(i + 1, j, k) +V(i − 1, j, k) +V(i, j + 1, k)
+V(i, j − 1, k) +V(i, j, k + 1) +V(i, j, k − 1))
+
1
32
(
V(i − 1, j − 1, k) +V(i− 1, j + 1, k) +V(i+ 1, j − 1, k)
+V(i+ 1, j + 1, k) +V(i− 1, j, k − 1) +V(i− 1, j, k + 1)
+V(i+ 1, j, k − 1) +V(i+ 1, j, k + 1) +V(i, j − 1, k − 1)
+V(i, j − 1, k + 1) +V(i, j + 1, k − 1) +V(i, j + 1, k + 1))
+
1
64
(
V(i − 1, j − 1, k − 1) +V(i− 1, j − 1, k + 1)
+V(i− 1, j + 1, k − 1) +V(i+ 1, j − 1, k − 1)
+V(i− 1, j + 1, k + 1) +V(i+ 1, j − 1, k + 1)
+V(i+ 1, j + 1, k − 1) +V(i+ 1, j + 1, k + 1)) (2.6)
The mixed sale model has been hosen beause of its simpliity and be-
ause it aounts for the dissipation of energy at the same time as it ensures
the interation between the smallest resolved sales and the largest unresolved
sales. For a general overview of dierent models, see Sagaut [54℄.
2.1.2 Turbine Modelling
The inuene of the wind turbine is simulated using the Atuator Line(AL)
tehnique. AL applies body fores distributed along rotating lines representing
the blades of the wind turbine, see Sørensen and Shen [63℄ for details. AL was
implemented in EllipSys3D by Mikkelsen [47℄. The body fores imposed in the
NS equations are alulated using Flex5, a full aeroelasti ode for alulating
deetions and loads on wind turbines, see Øye [52℄. The aerodynami loads are
alulated using a blade element approah, whih takes the dynami inuene
of the indued veloities from the wake into aount. This eet on the loal
inow onditions are important to get realisti preditions of the response of
hanging the pith angle, whih forms the basis for the design of the ontrol
system for a pith regulated wind turbine.
Figure 2.1 shows the loal veloities and fores ating on a ross-setional
airfoil segment. The loal veloity triangle relative to the rotating airfoil segment
is determined from the veloity triangle, where Vx(= U) and Vθ are the veloities
in the axial and tangential diretions, respetively, and the relative veloity at
the blade setion is given as:
Vrel =
√
V 2x + (Ωr + Vθ)
2
(2.7)
The ow angle is given as φ = tan−1
(
Vx
Ωr+Vθ
)
, where Ω denotes the rotor speed.
This gives the loal angle of attak as α = φ−γ, with γ denoting the loal pith
angle. Lift and drag fores are found from:
f2D = (L,D) =
1
2
ρVrelcB(CLeL, CDeD) (2.8)
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Figure 2.1: Veloity triangle showing veloity and fore vetors used in the
Atuator Line method.
where CL(α,Re) and CD(α,Re) are lift and drag oeients as funtion of angle
of attak(α) and Reynolds number(Re), given as tabulated data. The Reynolds
number is based on hord length and relative veloity. eL and eD are unit vetors
parallel to lift and drag and B is the number of blades. Projetion gives the
axial and tangential fores, Fx and Fθ. The body fores are numerially smeared
aross a few ells to avoid singularities. The smearing is Gaussian distributed
by applying a onvolution to the loal load f2D using a regularization kernel(ηǫ)
as follows:
fWT(x) =
B=3∑
i=1
∫ R
0
f2D(r)ηǫ(‖x− rei‖)dr. ηǫ = 1
ǫ3π3/2
exp[−(r/ǫ)2] (2.9)
Here, r = ‖x− rei‖, where ‖ ‖ is the eulidean norm, i.e. the distane between
the grid point and the fore points on the i′th atuator line denoted by the unit
vetor ei.
The advantage of representing the individual blades by line-distributed loads
is that muh fewer grid points are needed to model the inuene of the blades,
as ompared to resolving and simulating the atual geometry of the blades. The
atuator line model allows for detailed studies of the dynamis of the dierent
wake strutures, suh as the tip and root vorties, using a reasonably low number
of grid points. Furthermore, the model benets from being appliable with
simple strutured grids and therefore issues onneted to grid generation do not
our. The drawbak of the method is that it relies on the quality of tabulated
airfoil data.
Airfoil data orresponding to an upsaled verion of the NM80 turbine is
used in the present work. The NM80 turbine is proprietary to Vestas Wind
Systems A/S, so ertain details of the turbine and performane are exluded,
but referene is made to the DAN-AERO MW Experiments, see Madsen et al.
[1℄. The 2D airfoil data is orreted to aount for 3D eets, see e.g. Hansen
et al. [26℄ for a generi desription of how to orret for 3D eets. NM80 is a
three bladed horizontal axis wind turbine with a radius R = 40m and rated to
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2.75MW at a hub veloity of Uhub = 14m/s. This is upsaled from the original
NM80 rated at 2.00MW . The simulations exlude the eet of the tower. Zahle
and Sørensen [73℄ assessed the inuene of the tower to redue thrust and torque
by 1− 2%, but this eet is exluded in the present simulations.
A general ontroller is implemented for the turbine whih is a ombina-
tion of a variable speed P-ontroller for the generator for wind speeds below
rated(Uhub < 14m/s) and a PI-pith angle ontroller for higher wind speeds,
see Larsen and Hanson [36℄ or Hansen et al. [25℄ for a general desription of
suh a ontroller. The variable speed ontroller sets the power setpoint based
on the lowpass ltered generator speed, whih basially means that the power
prodution is related to wind speed as P ∝ U3. The PI-pith angle ontroller
keeps a onstant power prodution by hanging the global blade pith. The
ontroller is tested using a sweep or step urve, where the inow veloity is
inrementally inreased and subsequently dereased, as given in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Input sweep urve for testing ontroller.
The resulting pith, generator speed, CT , and power urves as funtion of
Uhub for the NM80 turbine is shown in Figure 2.3, where the rated speed is
marked by vertial lines. The generator speed is inreased with inreasing wind
speed, and as the power inreases to rated, the generator speed and power is
kept onstant by hanging the pith. The CT -urve is plotted with a generi
expression for determing CT given by Frandsen [19℄ as:
CT ≈ 7
Uhub
(2.10)
The generi expression is a good approximation for Uhub ∈ [8 − 13]m/s. The
power urve is plotted with onstant CP -urve(P ∝ U3) for omparison, whih
is also a good approximation.
The implemented ontroller essentially means that the rotor is not onstantly
loaded, and as suh it operates like a real turbine. Therefore, the aeroelasti
ode and ow solver are fully oupled.
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2.1.3 Introduing and Modelling Atmospheri Turbulene
The atmospheri turbulene is introdued into the ow by imposing small body
fore utions(fturb) into the ow. These body fores orresponds to turbulent
utuations generated by the so-alled Mann model, see Mann [42℄ and [43℄
for details. The Mann turbulene employs a spetral tensor derived from a lin-
earization of the inompressible Navier-Stokes equations. It generates a 3D eld
of all three veloity omponents following Taylor's frozen turbulene hypothesis,
i.e. linking time and spae. The seond order statistis (variane, ross-spetra
et.) are mathed to those ouring in a neutral atmosphere and the generated
turbulene is homogenous, anisotrophi and stationary.
The body fores are introdued into the ow (see Equation 2.2) in a plane
upstream the turbines. This approah is usually used to derease the total num-
ber of mesh points, beause a oarser grid an be used upstream the turbulene
plane as opposed to the alternative of imposing the turbulent utuations at
the inlet boundary, whih then requires a nely resolved mesh to transfer the
turbulent strutures orretly downstream. All meshes for the present simula-
tions have equidistantly distributed grid points in the streamwise diretion, so
it is not a major onern. For a validation of the method, referene is made to
Gilling et al. [23℄. The magnitude of the body fores are alulated as:
ffluc = m˙u+ ρǫ
du
dt
(2.11)
where m˙ is the mass ux and ǫ is a parameter, whih ontrols the onentration
of the body fores or smearing. Similar to the body fores for the turbine blades,
the body fores for the atmospheri turbulene is smeared in the domain to
avoid singularities. However, the body fores for the atmospheri turbulene is
smeared perpendiular to plane using a 1D Gaussian onvolution(as opposed to
3D in the AL method):
fturb(x) = ffluc ⊗ ηǫ ηǫ(x) = 1
ǫ
√
π
exp
[
−
(
x− xd
ǫ
)2]
(2.12)
Here x − xd is the normalised distane between the point in question and the
turbulene plane. Usually, the artiial Mann turbulene is generated on a
oarser mesh than the mesh used for the CFD omputations. Therefore, the
body fores are interpolated both spatially and temporally before being applied
in the domain.
One simulation is performed by adding atmospheri turbulene at high alti-
tudes. This speial ase is modelled to mimi the ase of a fully developed wind
farm, and to investigate whether large sale turbulent strutures from the at-
mospheri boundary layer an penetrate the boundary layer formed by the wind
turbines. A more or less arbitrary vertial distribution funtion(ζ(z)) is applied
to ease the transition between the applied turbulene in the atmospheri bound-
ary layer and the boundary layer formed over the wind turbines. The vertial
distribution is taken as:
ζ(z) =
1
2
(
1 + tanh
(
1
10
z
))
(2.13)
The applied prole is shown in Figure 2.4. It should be emphasized that it is a
saling fator applied to a given turbulene intensity, e.g. 10%, and as suh the
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plotted sale is grossly exaggerated. The prole eetively alters the turbulent
statis, but the investigation of adding turbulene at high altitudes is more a
qualitative investigation of the overall mixing proesses and the ability for high
altitude turbulene to penetrate into the wind farm and the detailed statistis
of the applied turbulene is of less importane.
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Figure 2.4: Vertial shape fator applied to the high altitude turbulene and
the presribed boundary layer.
2.1.4 Presribed Boundary Layer
The atmospheri boundary layer is usually modelled in one of two ways.
The ow an be modelled as it develops freely into an atmospheri boundary
layer due to various eets, e.g. roughness through a non-slip boundary ondi-
tion and heat transfer, whih in turn gives rise to various boundary layers, i.e.
unstable(ground hotter than the air), neutral or stable(ground older than the
air). The freely developing boundary layer is often solved using LES models, see
for instane Lu and Porté-Agel [39℄. This approah usually demands a preur-
sor simulation, where the ow onverge towards a given boundary layer prole.
Alternatively, a very large domain an be utilized. A domain large enough for
the ow to onverge before the region of interest, e.g. in the present ase wind
turbines.
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An alternative method is a more engineering approah of modelling the at-
mospheri boundary layer by applying internal body fores as desribed by
Mikkelsen et al. [48℄. This approah is based on a simple 1D momentum t
and is employed in the present simulations. The advantage of this approah is a
muh shorter preursor simulation is needed, whih determines the body fores
neessary to maintain any desired arbitrary boundary layer prole, heneforth
also denoted presribed boundary layer(PBL). It is important to emphasize that
the determined body fores are maintained onstant throughout the simulations,
hene ating similar to a onstant pressure gradient. Details of the method have
been investigated by Troldborg et al. [70℄, who also examined the eetive mag-
nitude of the imposed body fores. The imposed body fores were shown to be
inversely proportional to the Reynolds number and hene the impat of the body
fores on the wake development was deemed insigniant by Troldborg et al.
A slip boundary ondition is imposed at the ground, sine a non-slip ondition
would ounter-at the presribed boundary layer. The present implementation
stipulates the presribed boundary layer as a ombination of a paraboli and a
power law prole. The ombined prole is governed by:
Upbl(z) =
{
U0 · (c2z2 + c1z) z ≤ ∆PBL
U0 ·
(
z
Hhub
)αPBL
z > ∆PBL
where ∆PBL determines the height, where the prole shift from the paraboli
to power law prole. Hhub is the hub height, c1, c2, and αPBL are shape
parameters. c1 and c2 are alulated to ensure a smooth transition between the
paraboli and the power law expression using the following expressions:
c1 =
Uhub
Hhub
· (2− αPBL) ·
(
∆PBL
Hhub
)(αPBL−1)
(2.14)
c2 =
Uhub
Hhub
· 1
∆hub
· (αPBL − 1) ·
(
∆PBL
Hhub
)(αPBL−1)
(2.15)
The presribed boundary layer is saled to have a veloity of unity at hub height,
Uhub. The boundary layer is also onsidered neutral as no thermal eets are
inluded in the simulations. The presribed boundary layer is inluded in the
simulations presented in Setion 5 and the boundary layer is shown in Figure
2.4.
2.1.5 Ensuring Constant Mass Flux
The majority of the simulations employ yli boundary onditions and very
long run times, whih would usually lead to a derease in mass ux as the
turbine extrats energy from the ow. Therefore, the mass ux is ontinously
orreted to aount for the energy extrated by the turbines by applying small
body fores (fmf ) distributed evenly throughout the domain. These body fores
essentially also orresponds to a pressure gradient, although varying in time
as opposed to the body fores governing the presribed boundary layer. The
orretion is only applied in onjution with yli boundary onditions and is
alulated using a Proportional-Integral-Derivative(PID) ontroller to orret
for the error or loss of mass ux. The error or deviation (ξj) for a given time
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step j is dened as the dierene between the initial mass ux (φ0) and the
mass ux at time j(φj):
ξj = φ0 − φj =
∫
S
ρu0dS−
∫
S
ρujdS (2.16)
where S is the surfae of the domain. The PID ontroller integrates over the
previous 20 time steps, so the orreting body fore at time j is given as
fmf,j = Kpξj +Ki
∫ t=j
t=j−19
ξ(t)dt +Kd
dξj
dt
(2.17)
The oeients Kp, Ki, and Kd of the PID ontroller has been set to 2, 1,
and 1 respetively. This ensures that the mass ux is kept onstant during the
simulation time.
2.2 Analysis Methodology
The majority of the analyses fous on examining data extrated in vertial slies,
often immediately (1R) in front of the rst turbine, i.e. the inoming ow as
seen by the turbine. The mean veloities, root mean square(RMS) values of the
turbulent utuations, Reynolds stresses, and the Turbulent Kineti Energy
prodution terms are olletively denominated the turbulent quantities in the
following. Slies of data are extrated approximately every 0.1s.
Standard denitions (see Pope [53℄) are used to alulate Reynolds stresses,
Turbulent Kineti Energy (TKE), and TKE prodution although density, ρ, and
visosity, ν are exluded. The Reynolds stresses are alulated as:
τij ≡ u′iu′j (2.18)
where u′i = Ui−U is the utuating part and U denotes the time average of the
streamwise veloity(U) for i = 1. Similarly for the lateral veloity(V ) for i = 2
and vertial veloity(W ) for i = 3. TKE is half the trae of the Reynolds stress
tensor:
TKE ≡ 1
2
u′iu
′
i (2.19)
The prodution of TKE is alulated as:
P ≡ −u′iu′i
∂U
∂Xj
(2.20)
As previously mentioned, all veloities have been normalised by U0. Therefore,
the turbulent quantities are dimensionless. The turbulent quantities form the
basis for determining when the turbulent ow has onverged towards a random
stationary proess, dened as a window and period where the spatial RMS
values of these turbulent quantities do not hange (signiantly) over time.
This analysis is performed in Setion 4.5.
The two point ross-orrelations are alulated to investigate the oherent
strutures in the ow. The two point ross-orrelation over time of two time
series u1(t) and u2(t) are alulated as:
Rˆ(τ) =
∑N
i [(u1(ti)− u1)(u2(ti − τ)− u2)]√∑N
i (u1(ti)− u1)2
√∑N
i (u2(ti − τ)− u2)2
(2.21)
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where τ is the range of possible delays within the time series(t ∈ [0;T ]) for
i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The two point ross-orrelation an also be alulated spatially
by substituting time with radial position(r):
Rˆ(r) =
∑N
i [(u1(ri)− 〈u1〉r)(u2(ri −R)− 〈u2〉r)]√∑N
i (u1(ri)− 〈u1〉r)2
√∑N
i (u2(ri − (R))− 〈u2〉r)2
(2.22)
where 〈〉r is the radial average and R is the radial distane. The integral length
sale is dene by:
TE =
∫ T
0
Rˆ(r)dR (2.23)
whih yields a length sale for the oherent strutures.
2.3 Proper Orthogonal Deomposition
POD is a statistial method yielding an optimal linear subspae, optimal in
terms of the variane of the energy ontent, i.e. it ensures that the sorted
modes ontain the most energeti states. As suh, POD requires fewer modes
than a Fourier or other transformations to reonstrut a turbulent eld, Spitler
et al. [65℄. POD was rst introdued as an analysis tool for turbulene studies
by Lumley [40℄, and POD has sine proved a valuable method for examining
oherent strutures in turbulent ows. The starting point for the deomposition
is a hermetian symmetri two-point veloity orrelation tensor based on the
utuations:
Ri,j(x,x
′, t, t′) = ui(x, t), u∗j (x
′, t′) (2.24)
where u∗j is the omplex onjugate. Subsequently, the integral eigenvalue equa-
tion of Fredholm type is solved:∫
Ri,j(x,x
′, t, t′)gj(x
′, t′) = λgj(x
′, t′) (2.25)
The solution yields an optimal subspae given as a set of real eigenvalues λ:
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ ... ≥ λN (2.26)
and orthogonal eigenfuntions ontaining the temporal variations for the indi-
vidual modes. For additional details, see the seminal work by Sirovih [60℄,
Aubry et al. [10℄, one of the examples mentioned in the Introdution or the
general overview given by Berkooz et al. [14℄.
A brief overview of the pratial implementation of POD is given in the
following, adapted from Jørgensen et al. [31℄. The three veloity omponents
are extrated as vertial planes perpendiular to the main ow diretion and
POD is applied to all three veloity omponents, as opposed to Saranyasoontorn
and Manuel [56℄, who only applied POD to the streamwise diretion. POD is
only applied in the equidistant grid region, as there should otherwise be added a
spatial weighting matrix. The normalised veloity omponents (u = (U, V,W ))
of eah of the N extrated slies are organised in vetors ui, whih onstitute a
matrix dened as:
U = [u′1 . . .u
′
N] (2.27)
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It is ommon to subtrat the mean value u0, beause it essentially redues the
number of dimensions by one. Therefore, u′j is dened as:
u′j = uj −
1
N
N∑
i=1
ui = uj − u0 (2.28)
The N ×N auto-ovariane matrix is then given as:
R = UTU (2.29)
Dening an eigenvalue matrix with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . λN−1 > 0:
Λ =
 λ1 0. .
.
0 λN−1

and matrix of orthonormal eigenvetors:
G = [g1 . . .gN−1] (2.30)
yields an eigenvalue problem of the form (equivalent to Equation 2.25 on integral
form):
RG = GΛ (2.31)
The basis vetors or POD modes an be written as:
φk =
Ugj∥∥Ugj∥∥ (2.32)
These are spatial modes, whih ontain information on the oherent strutures.
POD an be onsidered an energy lter, whih reveal the large spatial turbulent
strutures. It is important to note that some of these individual strutures or
POD modes might not be physial strutures in the sense that they are visible or
measurable to an observer, but merely a result of the mathematial operations
lumping the energy ontent into an optimal set of modes.
The original vetors u′j ontaining the veloity omponents of slie j an be
reonstruted from:
u′j =
N−1∑
k=1
φkakj (2.33)
where akj are the elements of A = Φ
TU. A ontains the temporal eigen-
funtions, whih determines the development of the spatial POD modes, as
desribed by Aubry [9℄, who referred to it as the biorthogonal deomposition,
when examining the temporal eigenfuntions.
Sine the eigenvalues or PODmodes are sorted in terms of variane(equivalent
to turbulent kineti energy), it is possible to approximate the oweld by trun-
ating the reonstrution by only inluding the rst K POD modes:
uj ≈ ûj = u0 +
K∑
k=1
φkakj (2.34)
where û is the POD trunated reonstrution of u.
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2.4 Redued Order Model
Eetively, POD lumps energy together in spatial modes. An additional truna-
tion of the temporal eigenfuntions attempts to lump the energy from the orre-
sponding spetrums onto a few key frequenies. Trunating both the spatial and
temporal modes enables an additional redution in the reonstrution of the ow
through a Redued Order Model (u˜). A ontains the temporal development of
the POD modes, and sine the ow has approahed a random stationary proess
the eigenfuntions are omposed of Fourier modes. The dominant frequenies
of the temporal eigenfuntions an be identied through spetral analysis and
hoosing an optimal ombination of these dominant frequenies(fk,m) makes it
possible to reonstrut the ow eld:
uj ≈ ûj ≈ u˜j = u0 + β
K∑
k=1
φka˜kj (2.35)
= u0 +
K∑
k=1
φk
M∑
m=1
(β
(1)
k,mcos(2πfk,mtj)− β(2)k,msin(2πfk,mtj)) (2.36)
Here, k denote the POD mode and m denote the dominant frequeny number
for a given POD mode. The oeients βk,m are determined by optimising the
reonstrution by solving a least square problem ||b−Ax||2 to obtain x. In the
present implementation, b is the full ow solution(uj), A =
∑K
k=1 φk a˜kj , and
β(1,2) are the solutions to the least squares problem, i.e. minimizing ||U− U˜||2.
The enormous size of the least squares problem requires an iterative method
and the LSMR algorithm by Fong and Saunders [18℄ is utilized. The LSMR
method
1
is based on a Golub-Kahan bidiagonalization of the matrix A, whih
is theoretially spares. The LSMR was tested on smaller problems with full
matries and gave idential results to solving the least squares problem with a
Single Value Deomposition and is hene employed for the larger least squares
problem.
2.5 Veriation of Wake Models
The full ow simulated using EllipSys3D is assumed to resemble the true ow,
whih ours in large wind farms. The proposed wake models are based on a
number of key spatial and temporal modes derived from this ow. The reon-
strution in terms of energy variane is naturally a diret measure of how good
the reonstrution of the ow is. However, the wake models are only the mean
to ahieve the overall aim of eventually onstruting a more dynamial and
physial orret wake model for optimizing turbine performane, design, and
wind farm layout. Therefore, the true measure of the quality of any wake model
is to investigate the turbine performane and response ompared to the atual
inow obtained either by measurements or CFD. As for the CFD omputations,
the turbine is modelled using the aeroelasti ode Flex5 (Øye [52℄). An aeroe-
lasti omputation yields a whole range of strutural loads and performane
parameters. The veriation will fous on the veloity at hub height, power
1
LSMR: http://www.stanford.edu/group/SOL/software/lsmr.html
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prodution, ap- and edgewise moments, and yaw and tilt moments. These
prinipal parameters will be ompared for four dierent inow ases:
1. Full Inow: The full inow extrated 1R upstream the wind turbine from
the CFD simulations, whih forms the basis for the POD and REDOMO
reonstrution.
2. POD: Energy trunation of the full inow, reonstruted using Equation
2.34.
3. REDOMO: Energy and temporal trunation of the full inow, reon-
struted using Equation 2.35.
4. Mann Turbulene: Stohastially generated turbulene using Manns
turbulene, see Setion 2.1.3.
The resulting response of the dierent inows will be ompared diretly through
time series, spetral and higher order statistial analyses, and in terms of equiv-
alent loads in Setion 6.
2.5.1 Equivalent Loads
Equivalent loads is the standard method for assessing wind turbine loads, and
the method is outlined in Reommended Praties for Wind Turbine Testing
and Evaluation: 3. Fatigue Loads, IEA [41℄. The equivalent loads method is
based on the so-alled rainow ounting, whih is one of several yle ounting
methods, whih essentially redue a dynami loading or response signal to a
histogram of full and half yles within dierent load ranges. The equivalent
load is derived from the histogram to give a single load value equivalent of a
load situation of Neq yles with onstant amplitude. Thereby, enabling the
diret omparison of the severity of dierent load ases. The equivalent load is
determine by:
Leq =
(
N∑
i
NRF,i ·RFmi
Neq
) 1
m
(2.37)
whereNRF,i is the number of yles with amplitude RFi in the i
th
loading range,
and Neq is the equivalent number of yles. N is the total number of yles and
m is a material parameter. The MATLAB implementation by Adam Nieslony2
has been utilized, whih is in aordane with the Standard praties for yle
ounting in fatigue analysis [8℄.
2.6 Summary
The general ow solver EllipSys3D has been presented along with a brief overview
of the implemented LES model and general desription of the Atuator Line
tehnique. The bakground for generating and adding atmospheri turbulene,
modelling an atmospheri boundary layer, and ensuring onstant mass ux have
also been desribed. The analysis methodology is outlined with partiular fous
2
Rainow Counting Algorithm: http://www.mathworks.se/matlabentral/
fileexhange/3026-rainflow-ounting-algorithm
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on POD and the approah for onstruting a redued order model. The theo-
retial bakground outlined in the preeding will be referened throughout this
dissertation as more omplexity is inluded in the simulations and analyses.
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Chapter 3
Single Far Wake
This hapter presents results investigating the far wake behind a single turbine.
Two dierent ases are presented with dierent tip-speed ratios, whih essen-
tially governs the downstream wake development. The dierenes are examined
as a fundamental bakground study before the subsequent analyses of the wake
interation within an innitely long row of wind turbines and an innitely large
wind farm. As suh this hapter serves as a brief introdution to the main
analyses in the following hapters.
The ow harateristis and mean quantities are examined as funtion of
distane behind the turbine. The large sale motions of the wake are investigated
through a entre of mass approah and nally, POD is applied to the ow to
build the understanding of the ore methodology applied in the present work.
3.1 Setup
Domain
Two idealised simulations with uniform inow have been run on the same grid.
The grid is Cartesian and onsists of 216 bloks of 403 mesh points, a total of
13.8 · 106 mesh points. The domain size is 48R× 20R× 20R in X,Y, Z, respe-
tively, where X is the streamwise, Y the lateral and Z the vertial diretion.
The size of the domain is hosen to avoid numerial blokage by adhering to a
blokage ratio of 0.8% whih is less than 3% as reommended by Baetke et al.
[11℄. The rotor is positioned at (X,Y, Z) = (8, 0, 0), whih makes it possible
to study the wake development up to 40R downstream. The grid is equidis-
tant for ±3R around the wind turbine and strethed towards the boundaries
to optimise the resolution in the viinity of the turbine. Figure 3.1 shows the
ross-setional grid distribution, where the rotor and the equidistant region are
marked by thik lines.
The blade resolution is jrot = 16, whih orresponds to a disretization of
2.5m. This is a rather oarse mesh when applying atuator line. The grid resolu-
tion will be disussed in further details in Setion 4.2 with referene to Troldborg
[68℄, who onluded that a oarse grid only gives rise to minor dierenes in the
far wake, whih is the primary fous of the present study. Furthermore, the
urrent simulations demand very long run times and a oarser grid must be
employed due to limitations in available omputational ressoures.
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Figure 3.1: Example of ross-setional mesh for the idealised wake simulations.
The equidistant region and the rotor overage are marked by thiker lines.
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Boundary Conditions
A Dirihlet boundary ondition of onstant and uniform veloity (U0) is en-
fored on the inlet boundary with no lateral or vertial veloity omponents,
i.e. V0 = W0 = 0. Cyli boundary onditions (sometimes referred to as pe-
riodi) link the lateral boundaries and the vertial boundaries. Therefore, the
wake ould potentially interat with wakes originating from virtual turbines
on all sides. However, the large ross-setional area of the domain(due to the
blokage riteria) eetively prevents this. A onvetive boundary ondition is
applied to the outlet boundary.
Inow Conditions and Turbine Performane
Two dierent simulations are run to investigate the inuene of dierent tip-
speed ratios. Dierent tip-speed ratios give rise to dierent thrust oeients(CT )
whih essentially govern the wake development. CT is found as:
CT =
T
1
2ρU0AR
where T is the thrust on the turbine and AR is the rotor area. The two tip-
speed ratios given by λTS =
ωR
U are set to 11.42 and 7.78 with a onstant
ω = 1.8055s−1. The turbine is fored to operate at dierent tip-speed ratios,
sine the high tip-speed ratio is outside the usual operational regime for the
NM80 turbine. This means that the ontroller desribed in Setion 2.1.2 is
not applied for these simulations, although the turbine is essentially operating
aording to the ontroller for tip-speed ratio of 7.78. Sine the rotational
speed is fored, the turbine is onsidered sti and onstantly loaded, i.e. the
simulations presented in this hapter do not inlude full aeroelasti oupling
with the Navier-Stokes solver. The tip-speed ratios give rise to CT -values of
CT,λTS=11.42 = 0.86 and CT,λTS=7.78 = 0.75, respetively.
Both simulations inlude the appliation of Mann turbulene with 0.1% tur-
bulene intensity for all three veloity omponents. The turbulene is applied
in a vertial plane of ±3R at 4R upstream the rotor. The small amount of
turbulene is essentially applied to ensure that the omputations are triggered
into the turbulent regime.
The simulations have been run for a total time of 2, 369s for CT = 0.86 and
4, 850s for CT = 0.75.
3.2 Wake and Flow Charateristis
Figure 3.2 shows instanteneous vortiity at hub height for the two simulations,
where the rotor is marked by a full line. The resolution is not large enough
to resolve the individual tip vorties in the near wake, so the tip vortiity is
smeared into a ontinuous vortiity sheet. The eets of the higher λ and CT
are visible in two distint ways. First, the higher CT stems from a higher fore
ating on the blades, see Figure 3.3. The larger radial fore(FX) distribution
yields a larger axial interferene fator(a), whih loally exeeds the Betz' op-
timum of a = 13 . Seond, the higher loading and thrust yields a lower wake
veloity, i.e. a higher relative dierene between the internal wake veloity and
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the external freestream. The resulting shear layer is hene stronger, whih in-
stigates the wake to break down quiker. For λTS = 11.42 the vortiity sheet
hanges to a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability before the wake break down around
9R downstream, while the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and wake breakdown
ours around 15R downstream for λTS = 7.78. Troldborg [68℄ reported similar
results. It is important to note, that Troldborg used the Tjæreborg turbine as
opposed to the present simulations with the NM80 turbine. The blade of the
Tjæreborg turbine ends very abruptly, while the NM80 has a smooth transi-
tion to the tip. The Tjæreborg turbine therefore yields more pronouned tip
vorties.
Troldborg [68℄ investigated the wake development up to 19.8R downstream,
while the present simulations extend the downstream wake region to 40R. The
extended wake region reveal how the far wake eventually resembles a von Kar-
man vortex street, partiularly for λTS = 11.42. The large sale motions are
investigated in details in Setion 3.4.
(a) λTS = 11.42 and CT = 0.86
(b) λTS = 7.78 and CT = 0.75
Figure 3.2: Horizontal slie through hub height showing instanteneous vortiity
plots for the wake behind a single turbine. Bright areas indiate high vortiity.
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1
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3.3 Spatial Development
The three veloity omponents are extrated in the far wake from 8R to 38R
downstream the turbine for every 2R. The statistial onvergene of the mean
and turbulent quantities are examined in the last plane extrated at 38R down-
stream to ensure that all the ow statistis have onverged. The details of suh
a onvergene analysis is not shown here, but instead elaborated in Setion 4.5.
The following analysis is onduted using a temporal window overing the last
1, 500s = 25mins of the simulations.
Figure 3.4 depits the azimuthally averaged (〈〉θ) axial veloity proles and
the development downstream for both simulations from 8R to 20R downstream.
The initial wake deit is approximately 0.7 at 8R downstream, and the high
CT leads to a slightly higher wake deit(1 − UU0 ). The inuene of the two
tip vorties on the mean veloity prole have disappeared 12R downstream for
λTS = 11.42, while the tip vorties are distinguishable up to 16R downstream
for λTS = 7.78. Beyond this, the wake is smeared and approah a Gaussian
shaped bell urve, where the wake deit of the normally loaded rotor eventually
supersedes that of the highly loaded rotor, i.e. the wake behind the highly loaded
turbine reovers faster.
Figure 3.5 shows the azimuthally averaged proles of the RMS values of the
axial veloity utuations and the downstream development for both simulations
from 8R to 20R downstream. The turbulene level is learly muh higher behind
the highly loaded rotor, initially more than two times higher, whih assists in the
faster wake reovery further downstream. The wake behind the normally loaded
rotor initially inludes very little turbulene, before it reahes omparable levels
around 18R downstream. The remnants of the tip vorties are disernible up to
14R for the highly loaded ase and beyond 20R for λTS = 7.78. The latter ase
also reveals distint regions of elevated turbulene levels around the root.
Despite the initial dierenes in the wake, the results also show that the
streamwise veloity and utuations eventually resemble eah other further
downstream as the wake beomes more turbulent.
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Figure 3.4: Downstream development of azimuthally averaged axial velo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〈 UU0 〉θ. Legend: : λTS = 11.42 and CT = 0.86 : λTS = 7.78 and
CT = 0.75
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3.4 Large Sale Motions
Figure 3.2 shows how the wake eventually resembles a von Karman vortex street,
where vortex shedding ours with a very distint pattern and a orresponding
Strouhal frequeny, St = fDU0 . These large sale motions are investigated by
identifying a wake entre(YC , ZC) using a entre of mass analogy on the wake
deit (1 − UU0 ). The wake entre is found in an iterative manner, where the
oordinate is updated as YC = YC + ∆y untill ∆y < 10
−3R and similarly for
ZC . ∆y and ∆z are the inremental hanges in the iteration determined by:
∆y =
∫
(y − YC)(1− UU0 )mdA∫
(1− UU0 )mdA
, ∆z =
∫
(z − ZC)(1 − UU0 )mdA∫
(1 − UU0 )mdA
(3.1)
where dA is the ross setional area and m = 3. Dierent values of m were
tested, andm = 3 appeared to give more onsistent results. Figure 3.6 illustrates
the instanteneous wake deit and the omputed wake entre. The wake entre
is not a learly dened point in the turbulent wake, but the entre of mass yields
a simple estimate and it is assumed that the wake entre follows and aptures
the large sale motions of the wake. Large sale motions of the wake behind
wind turbines are often referred to as wake meandering, see Larsen et al. [34℄,
who related meandering to the large turbulent sales in the atmosphere.
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Figure 3.6: Instanteneous wake deit 38R behind a highly loaded rotor.
Legend: : Rotor extend. × : Wake entre.
The wake entre oordinates extrated 38R downstream of the rotors are
depited in Figure 3.7, whih shows how the wake entre moves substantial
distanes from the rotor entre with a maximum of 1.6R for both ases. The
wake entre for λTS = 7.78 learly moves muh more rapidly over time.
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Figure 3.7: Wake entre oordinates, (YC , ZC), extrated 38R downstream the
rotor. Legend: : YC : ZC
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The RMS and maximum values for the wake entre oordinates as funtion
of downstream distane are given in Figure 3.8. The RMS values of the large
sale motions inrease with downstream distane for both simulations before
stabilising around 0.5R. Furthermore, the large sale motions are initiated be-
fore the wake breakdown and the graphs suggest that the breakdown ours
one the RMS value reah approximately 0.15R for both simulations. The lat-
eral motions(YC) are larger than the vertial(ZC), although there should be no
predominant diretions in the simulations in the absene of gravity and sheer.
However, a minor bug was deteted in the implementation of the Mann Turbu-
lene desribed in Setion 2.1.3, whih gave rise to a minor inrease in the lateral
turbulene for these simulations. However, the overall inuene of this disrep-
any was not deemed signiant enough to reompute the full simulations. The
applied turbulene intensity predominantly serves to trigger the wake instability,
and therefore the results are still presented. Troldborg [68℄ assessed meandering
14R downstream using a similar approah and reported a standard deviations
of only (YC , ZC) = 0.07 − 0.08R for λTS = 11.78, whih is signiantly lower
than the standard deviation of 0.30−0.35 for the present ase with λTS = 11.42.
The dierene is mainly attributed to the dierene in grid onguration and
the imposed turbulene, whih triggers the wake break down.
It is also obvious from Figure 3.7 that the wake entre motion is domi-
nated by ertain frequenies, and the frequeny of the wake entre motion is
notiably higher for the normally loaded rotor wake. Figure 3.9 shows the nor-
malised Power Spetral Density(PSD) as funtion of distane and Strouhal num-
ber St = fDU0 . Several dominant Strouhal numbers are visible. For λTS = 11.42,
the dominant frequeny is StλTS=11.42,P1 = 0.33 for the lateral motion and
StλTS=11.42,P1 = 0.27 for the vertial. For λTS = 7.78, StλTS=7.78,P1 = 0.35
for the lateral and StλTS=7.78,P1 = 0.46 for the vertial motion of the wake
entre. The subsequent dominant frequenies are StλTS=11.42,P2 = 0.35 and
StλTS=11.42,P3 = 0.17 for YC , and StλTS=11.42,P2 = 0.33 for ZC . The PSD for
λTS = 7.78 yields multiple peak frequenies spanning St ∈ [0.12− 0.48], whih
prevents a lear interpretation. The vortex shedding behind a ylinder gives rise
to a Strouhal shedding frequeny of 0.2, whih is not predominant in any of the
spetrums, although St = 0.17 is present in the spetrums of the lateral motion
for λTS = 11.42. Medii and Alfredsson [45℄ referened personal ommuniation
with G. Shepers and reported a Strouhal number of approximately 0.3 as the
dominant low-frequeny peak in veloity spetrums measured at Alsvik wind
farm for wind speeds up to 9m/s. Medii and Alfredsson [45℄ also measured a
Strouhal number of 0.12 behind a model turbine for λTS > 4.5. Several of the
peak frequenies appear rather high, partiular for λTS = 7.78. It ould be at-
tributed to the determined wake entre being a poor representative of the large
sales. However, it is noteworthy that the dominant frequenies are preserved
throughout the wake, as the amplitude naturally inreases in aordane with
the inrease in the large sale motions seen in Figure 3.8. Medii and Alfredsson
diretly related low-frequeny motions to the so-alled meandering. Meander-
ing or large sale motions behind wind turbines have been assumed to originate
diretly from the atmospheri turbulene by Larsen et al. [33℄, [34℄, whih is one
of the fundamental hypothesis behind the Dynami Wake Meandering(DWM)
model. However, the atmospheri turbulene is pratially absent in both the
experiments by Medii and Alfredsson and these simulations. The present re-
sults reveal several dominant frequenies, indiating that the wake behind an
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Figure 3.8: RMS and maximum values of the wake entre oordinates, (YC , ZC).
Legend: : RMS values for YC . : RMS values for ZC . : Max values
for YC . : Max values for ZC .
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operating wind turbine is more omplex than the wake behind a ylinder, whih
gives one dominant Strouhal number. The results also suggest that PSD of the
wake entre movements might not give a suitable representation of the large
sale strutures in terms of vortex shedding, whih would disenable a frequeny
omparison between the wake entre PSD and PSD of the veloity. The wake
entre and the orresponding frequenies are investigated in further details in
Setion 4.7.
The large turbulent strutures are also aptured by applying Proper Orthog-
onal Deomposition to slies of the three veloity omponents extrated from
the CFD simulations.
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Figure 3.9: Power spetral density for wake entre oordinates as funtion of
distane and Strouhal frequeny. YC is given in blue, ZC is given in red.
3.5 Proper Orthogonal Deomposition
The theoretial bakground for applying the Proper Orthogonal Deomposi-
tion(POD) is given in Setion 2.3. POD is applied to the veloity omponents
extrated in vertial slies for every 2R behind the turbine for the period of
1, 500s.
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POD onvergene
The onvergene of the POD oeients is investigated 38R behind the turbine
by inluding various numbers of slies within the 1, 500s, i.e. examining how
many of the total 14, 911 slies are needed. Figure 3.10 shows the onvergene
for the rst 100 POD modes for the simulation with λTS = 7.78 and CT =
0.75. Clearly, the POD oeients quikly onverge and there is no disernible
dierene for f < 10, whih orresponds to ∆t ≈ 1.0s and N > 1, 492. The
onvergene of the POD oeients shows that no(or very little) additional
information is gained in terms of the large strutures by inluding more slies.
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Figure 3.10: Convergene of POD oeients for various number of slies at
38R behind the turbine for λTS = 7.78. Legend: : Nf=500 = 30, ∆t ≈ 50s.
: Nf=100 = 150, ∆t ≈ 10s. : Nf=50 = 299, ∆t ≈ 5s. : Nf=20 = 476,
∆t ≈ 2s. : Nf=10 = 1, 492, ∆t ≈ 1s. : Nf=5 = 2, 983, ∆t ≈ 0.5s.
: Nf=2 = 7, 456, ∆t ≈ 0.2s. : Nf=1 = 14, 911, ∆t ≈ 0.1s.
Figure 3.11 gives the umulative oeients at 38R behind the turbine for
both simulations. The umulative oeients show the total amount of turbu-
lent kineti energy aptured by a given number of POD modes, meaning that the
rst 10 POD modes ontain 37% and 38% of the turbulent kineti energy and
the rst 100 POD modes ontain 71% and 73% for λTS = 7.78 and λTS = 11.42,
respetively. The larger energy ontent of the rst POD modes is an indiation
that there are larger oherent strutures in the wake behind a turbine. How-
ever, the energy ontained by eah of the higher modes quikly derease, whih
shows that the turbulent kineti energy is spread over a large range of sales
despite the presene of larger sales. These spatial strutures are examined in
the following.
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Figure 3.11: Cumulative POD oeients for 38R behind the turbine.
Legend: : λTS = 11.42 and CT = 0.86. : λTS = 7.78 and CT = 0.75.
Spatial POD modes
The orresponding rst ten spatial POD modes for the two simulations are
plotted in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. The red and blue areas show the large oherent
strutures as positive and negative regions. It is important to keep in mind how
the blue and red regions maintain their pattern, but pulsate between positive
and negative aording to the orresponding temporal eigenfuntion. These ten
POD modes aount for 37% and 38% of the total turbulent kineti energy for
λTS = 11.42 and λTS = 7.78, respetively. The rst POD mode shows lear
dipole struture for both simulations and this struture is learly assoiated with
the lateral movement of the wake, partiular for λTS = 11.42. The rst POD
mode is paired to the third and seond POD mode for λTS = 11.42 and λTS =
7.78, respetively, whih show a similar, but orthogonal, dipole struture. The
pairing between the rst and the third POD mode for λTS = 11.42, as opposed
to the rst and seond, is a result of the vertial movements being less dominant
for this ase, as previously seen in Figure 3.8. Therefore, the energy ontent of
the seond POD modes exeeds the third governing the vertial movement. The
inplane irulation also has two distint irulation ells. The next pair of POD
modes portrait distint quadrupole distributions in both the streamwise veloity
mode and the inplane irulation with four lear irulation ells. Hexapole
strutures are found in POD modes eight and nine for λTS = 11.42 and POD
mode eight for λTS = 7.78. The fth and sixth POD modes yield a entral
region, whih utuates bak and forth in time.
Figure 3.14 gives the spatial evolution of a few desriptive POD modes.
Only the streamwise omponent is shown for larity. The rst POD mode
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Figure 3.12: Spatial POD modes for 38R behind the turbine. Right olumn
shows POD modes for λTS = 11.42 and CT = 0.86. Left olumn shows POD
modes for λTS = 7.78 and CT = 0.75.
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Figure 3.13: Spatial POD modes for 38R behind the turbine. Right olumn
shows POD modes for λTS = 11.42 and CT = 0.86. Left olumn shows POD
modes for λTS = 7.78 and CT = 0.75.
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maintains two dominant regions throughout the domain, althought it hanges
from very distint around the tips to less distint regions of bigger extend, a
natural progression due to the turbulent mixing ouring with distane. The
remnants of the tip vortiies are hene learly aptured by the rst mode for
the early and intermediate distanes. The third POD mode initially yields
four distint regions along the rotor radius, whih turns into a single dominant
annular region before returning to four distint regions. These hanges does not
neessarily infer that the atual POD mode hanges shape or spatial distribution
as the plot progresses downstream through the wake. It is more likely due to a
redistribution of the turbulent kineti energy between the dierent large sale
strutures, e.g. dipolar, quadrupole patterns. The redistribution of energy was
reported by Johansson and George [30℄ for POD modes of the axisymmetri
wake behind a disk. This is also evident for the sixth POD mode, whih initially
portraits an annular ring whih eventually hanges into a lear entral region.
The eighth POD mode initially ontains a very dynami desription of the root
vortiies as it aptures ve positive and ve negative regions between 6R and
16R behind the turbine, before it turns to a hexapole pattern in the very far
wake.
Some of the spatial POD modes an be diretly related to the large sale
physis, e.g. the dipole strutures govern the larger wake motions also desribed
by the wake entre movements. Therefore, POD modes yield insight into the
dynamis of the turbulene ow, but it also enable an optimal reonstrution of
the ow, optimal in terms of energy variane. These features of POD are the
bakbone of the present work.
3.6 Summary
The wake behind a single turbine was studied as a brief introdution to the ore
subjet of wakes and wake interation in wind farms. Two dierent ases were
presented with dierent tip-speed ratios, whih highlighted the eet of tip-
speed and the thrust oeient on the wake development. Key features of the
ow harateristis have been desribed and the hange in the basi statistis
examined far into the wake. Despite dierenes in the near and intermediate
wake, the results also showed how the dierenes diminish in the far wake as
the wake breaks down. The simulations showed how large turbulent strutures
are inherent to the turbulent wake behind a turbine and not only an artifat
of atmospheri turbulene. POD was applied and the initial insights into the
methodology and the analysis of the spatial POD modes were presented as it
paves the way for the proposed wake models derived in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.14: Spatial development of seleted POD modes. Inrements of 2R
from top left orner starting at 8R behind turbine ending in lower right orner
at 38R behind the turbine.
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Chapter 4
Innitely Long Row of Wind
Turbines
This hapter investigates the wake interation deep inside an idealised ase of an
innitely long row of wind turbines. The simulations are onsidered idealised,
beause the initial inow is uniform, i.e. exluding any shear and ground eets,
and yli boundary onditions are applied in the streamwise diretion to sim-
ulate an innitely long row of turbines. This enables the study of the inherent
turbulene. This inherent turbulene is sometimes referred to as mehanial
turbulene, stemming diretly from the presene of the turbine, as opposed to
atmospheri turbulene. The investigation inludes a minor grid study, but fo-
us is on the innitely long row of turbines. Three ases with spaings 12R,
16R, and 20R are examined. The hapter explores the turbine performane and
the statistial onvergene of the turbulent quantities. The onverged results
are ompared with analytial models. The large sales are investigated in detail
and the hypotheses behind the Dynami Wake Meandering model tested. The
potential eets of applying yli boundary onditions are examined through
spetral and ross-orrelation analysis, whih reveal insights into the larger tur-
bulent sales. The large oherent strutures arise as a result of applying POD,
and these strutures are disussed.
4.1 Setup
Domain
The wake interation is examined in three idealised ases of an innitely long
row of turbines with three dierent streamwise spaings S of 12R, 16R, and
20R. The grids are equidistant in the streamwise diretion, whih is neessary
to maintain and model the turbulene orretly as it is transferred using the
yli boundary onditions. The grids are non-equidistant in the transverse
and vertial diretions with a higher resolution in an equidistant region for
±3R around the turbine, equivalent to the ross setion in Figure 3.1 with
20R× 20R in the lateral and vertial diretion, again yielding a blokage ration
of 0.8%. The domain lengths are 36R, 48R, and 40R for spaings of 12R, 16R,
and 20R, respetively, whih plaes 3, 3 and 2 turbines in eah domain. The
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S Dimensions Turbines Cells jrot TT Total Time
X × Y × Z[R] 106 [s] [s]
12R 36× 20× 20 3 17.9 20 96 7, 511
16R 48× 20× 20 3 24.6 22 128 3, 691
20R 40× 20× 20 2 24.6 22 107 4, 872
Table 4.1: Overview of domain setup for idealised ases.
domain lengths are hosen to inlude several turbines to limit the introdution
of additional frequenies due to the nite size of the domain, i.e. ensuring that
the dominant domain length is in the ow diretion(see Setion 4.7). This means
that the domain length in the streamwise diretion should be approximately two
times larger than the lateral and vertial dimensions. Hene, only 2 turbines are
inluded for spaing of 20R and 3 turbines for the other spaings. Introduing
several turbines ensures that turbulent length sales of up to at least 36R =
1, 440m, 48R = 1, 920m, and 40R = 1, 600m may appear in the omputations.
The turnaround time is dened as the time it takes for the free stream wind
to pass through the entire domain. With a rotor radius of R = 40m and three
turbines with a spaing of 16R, the turnaround time is TT,16R =
3·16·40m
15m/s ≈ 128s.
Table 4.1 summarise the domain setup inluding the total number of point, the
rotor resolution, turnaround time, and total simulation time.
Boundary Conditions
The innitely long row of turbines omes from applying yli boundary ondi-
tions in the ow diretion, i.e. oupling the inow with the outow. Far eld
Dirihlet boundary onditions (U = constant) are applied on the transverse and
vertial boundaries, i.e. making it a single row of wind turbines, not an innite
wind farm in the transverse and vertial diretions.
Inow Conditions and Turbine Performane
The initial inow is uniform inow of U0 = 15m/s, whih is above rated speed
for the wind turbine. Uniform inow means that no atmospheri boundary
layer and no ambient turbulene is added, i.e. the body fores fturb and fpbl
in Equation 2.2 are nil. Thereby, making it possible to study the turbulene
inherent to the wind turbines themselves. Furthermore, the simulations are
idealised by exluding ground, gravitational and temperature eets on the ow.
4.2 Grid Study
A minor grid study have been onduted for three dierent grid resolutions,
where the rotor blade is resolved using 11, 16, and 25 ells. The grids are as
desribed in the previous setion with yli boundary onditions applied in the
ow diretion and a total domain size of 36R × 20R × 20R in X,Y, Z, exept
only one turbine is inluded in the domain, i.e. the simulations essentially ex-
amine spaings of 36R, whih is only used for the grid study. The grid study
is denoted only minor as only 1, 300s are simulated, whereas the simulations
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presented afterwards demand signiantly longer run times to onverge statisti-
ally, see Setion 4.5 for details on the statistial onvergene. The mere nature
of the simulations with long run times ombined with the limitations imposed
by available omputational ressoures, makes it unfeasible at the present stage
to ondut a more detailed grid study with longer run times and for a number
of dierent grid resolutions. Furthermore, the fous of the present study is on
the turbulent far wake, and Troldborg [68℄ have previously investigated blade
resolutions of jrot = 30 and jrot = 40. Troldborg onluded that only minor dif-
ferenes appear in the near wake and the tip vortie region, while the dierenes
are even smaller in the far wake. Hene, a oarse grid was deemed suient by
Troldborg. Therefore, this minor grid study merely sets out to verify that the
far wake statitis of the three dierent grids are in aordane with eah other.
Figure 4.1 depits the inoming streamwise veloity at hub height for the
three dierent grid resolutions. There are very large utuations in the stream-
wise veloity, where it plummets to only 33% of the freestream veloity around
t = 300s in the oarse onguration. Afterwards, the veloity at hub height
peaks several times at the freestream veloity. Despite the large utuations,
the inoming ow also reah a sort of equilibrium after t > 700s, where the
veloity utuates around a given mean inow veloity. The mean streamwise
veloity for t ∈ [700 − 1, 300]s are 11.89m/s, 11.75m/s, and 12.44m/s for jrot
of 11, 16, and 25, respetively. Similarly, the standard deviations are 0.79m/s,
0.87m/s, and 0.84m/s. The mean values and standard deviations oer no lear
dependane on grid resolution, but all yield same order of magnitude results for
all grid resolutions.
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Figure 4.1: Inoming streamwise veloity at hub height as experiened by the
turbine for three dierent grid resolutions. Legend: : jrot = 11 :
jrot = 16 : jrot = 25
The inuene of the grid resolution on the far wake is shown in Figure 4.2,
whih shows the azimuthally averaged proles of streamwise veloity and RMS
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values of the streamwise veloity utuations for all three grid ongurations.
The averaged streamwise veloities are omparable for all three grid resolutions,
although the wake deit is less for the high resolution and its shape is less Gaus-
sian with an almost onstant veloity within the rotor area. The utuations
show a similar pattern, where all three are very similar with elevated turbulent
regions for 1R < r < 2R, originating from the tip vorties and moved outwards
due to the wake expansion. The oarse and ne resolution give slightly lower
turbulene intensity within the rotor area ompared to the medium resolution.
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Figure 4.2: Azimuthally averaged proles of streamwise veloity and RMS values
of streamwise veloity utuations for three dierent grid resolutions.
Legend: : jrot = 11. : jrot = 16. : jrot = 25.
: Rotor extend ±1R.
It is important to investigate the resolution of the resolved turbulent sales
in grid studies for LES models, as opposed to e.g. RANS studies, whih yields
averaged results and the mean quantities should show a lear grid dependane,
i.e. opposite to that noted for Figure 4.1. Therefore, the TKE spetrums at 1R
upstream the turbine for the three grid resolutions are shown in Figure 4.3. It
is evident how the three spetrums are omparable with the same low frequeny
peaks and same general shape. As expeted the higher resolution yields higher
TKE for the high frequenies, sine the small sales are better resolved.
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Figure 4.3: Mean TKE spetrums for three dierent grid resolutions.
Legend: : jrot = 11. : jrot = 16. : jrot = 25.
The minor grid study reveal only minor dierene between the three exam-
ined grid resolutions in terms of the inow veloity experiened by the turbine
as well as the azimuthally averaged proles in the far wake. Furthermore, the
TKE spetrums of the three dierent grid resolution show only minor disrep-
anies, partiular at high frequenies, whih is to be expeted. Therefore, in the
following grid resolutions orresponding to jrot = 20− 22 are deemed suient
and will be applied. The hosen resolution is also based on the limitation due to
the omputational ost of eah simulation, as eah of the presented simulations
on average took 2-3 month of omputing time on 100+ proessors.
4.3 Wake and Flow Charateristis
Figure 4.4 shows the vortiity deep inside an innite row of wind turbines with
S = 16R. The three turbines in the domain are marked. Clearly, the ow
is less symmetri and muh more omplex ompared to the vortiity behind a
single turbine as depited in Figure 3.2. However, large sale strutures are still
present in the highly turbulent ow, e.g. between the rst and seond turbine
where the wake shows large lateral movements.
The very dynami ow is also illustrated in Figure 4.5, whih shows three
instantaneous plots of the streamwise veloity extrated 1R upstream the rst
turbine in the domain. The ow is highly omplex with small and large sales
stemming from the interation between numerous wakes. The rst subplot
shows a half wake situation, where the lower part of the turbine is exerted by
the wake, while the upper part is experiening lose to freestream onditions.
This learly gives rise to dierentiated loads on the rotating blades and turbine.
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The seond subplot shows a senario, where the entire rotor experiene lose to
freestream onditions. Wake reminisents are present, but less oherent and the
wake entre is mixed by higher veloity areas. The rotor is exerted by a wake as
a streak through the entre of the rotor area in the third image. Remnants of
a seond wake are present to the left of the rotor. The large sale motions will
alternate the wake position and therefore the remnants of multiple wakes an be
present at one without the wakes having merged. At other times the ombined
eet of the wakes will almost disintegrate as in the seond subplot, where the
oherent wake strutures have been broken up and the turbine is exerted by a
high and very even veloity distribution. The highly dynami nature of the ow
is emphasised by all three situations ouring within only 166s, and the turbine
has to adopt to all senarios.
Figure 4.4: Horizontal slie through hub height showing instanteneous vortiity
plots deep inside an innite row of wind turbines. Three turbines (full line) are
inluded in the domain. Bright areas indiate high vortiity.
4.4 Turbine Performane History
The turbulene inherent to the wind turbines deep inside a wind farm is nat-
urally related to the performane of the wind turbine. Figure 4.6 shows the
streamwise veloity at hub height, tip speed, and pith as funtion of time for
the seond ase with spaing of 16R. The veloity is extrated 1R upstream
of the rst rotor. It is worth notiing the strong initial derease from unity to
Uhub
U0
≈ 0.3 in the early stages, i.e. when the ow goes through the rst wind
turbines. The inoming wind veloity eventually reovers from the initial large
derease and utuates around an almost onstant level at
Uhub
U0
≈ 0.76. The ve-
loity at hub height utuates quite signiantly, but the ontroller ensures that
the hange in tip speed is limitied to Ω ·R ≈ 71− 73m/s, where Ω ≈ 1.80rad/s
is the rotational speed. The eet of the PI-pith angle ontroller is visualised
through the loal pith angle(γ), whih is regulated when the inoming wind
speed approah the rated wind speed and otherwise kept onstant at 0.1◦ the
majority of the time.
The veloity utuations naturally gives rise to utuations in the power
prodution, whih is depited in Figure 4.7 along with the thrust. The power
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Figure 4.5: Instantaneous streamwise veloity extrated 1R upstream the rst
turbine with S = 16R.
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Spaing
Uhub
U0
σ(UhubU0 ) σ((
Uhub
U0
)3) ΩR PP0 σ(
P
P0
) T [kN ]
12R 0.74 0.11 0.18 72.4 0.87 0.11 272
16R 0.76 9.5 · 10−2 0.17 72.3 0.86 0.11 270
20R 0.78 8.3 · 10−2 0.15 72.4 0.89 8.5 · 10−2 273
Table 4.2: Mean and standard deviation of the veloity at hub height, standard
deviation of the veloity at hub height ubed, mean tip speed, mean normalised
power, standard deviation of normalised power and mean thrust of the last
1, 500s for the three idealised simulations with spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R.
prodution also utuates signiantly, and frequently reah the rated power for
short periods. The average power prodution is for all ases above 85%. Stan-
dard deviation on the normalised veloity is σ(UhubU0 ) = 9.5 ·10−2 and normalised
power prodution is σ( PP0 ) = 0.11. It appears as if the standard deviation for
the power prodution is higher than for the veloity. However, the standard
deviations of the power should be ompared to σ((UhubU0 )
3) = 0.17 sine the in-
oming wind is generally below rated power where P ∝ U3, see Figure 2.3. The
ontroller also ensures that the otherwises violent utuations in the stream-
wise veloity result in less violent fatique loads on the generator and turbine.
The thrust of the turbine shows how the aeroelasti ode and the ow solver
are fully oupled, as the thrust takes on values from 200kN to 300kN . The
atual thrust is given, as opposed to a thrust oeient(CT ), sine there is no
unambiguous referene veloity deep inside a wind farm. However, as the wind
turbine operates below rated power, the ontroller ensures operation lose to
P ∝ U3.
The mean and standard deviation of the veloity at hub height, tip speed,
power, and thrust of the last 1, 500s for the three simulations are summarised
in Table 4.2. The reasons for averaging over the last 1, 500s will be elaborated
in Setion 4.5. The eet of inreasing the turbine spaing is learly seen in
the mean and standard deviation of the veloity, whih inrease and derease
respetively for inreasing spaing. This is to be expeted as a larger spaing
yields a better wake reovery. However, the mean normalised power prodution
also reveal that it is not diretly related to an inrease in power prodution,
whih is basially onstant for all three spaings with a marginally larger power
prodution for 12R and 20R spaing than 16R over the 1, 500s. The inreased
power prodution for 12R is related to the higher standard deviation, i.e. higher
degree of hange in the veloity at hub height, whereas the inrease for S = 20R
is due to the inreased wake reovery. However, the inrease in standard devi-
ation indiates that the loads would be higher for lower spaing. The loads on
the turbine will be examined in more detail in Setion 6.3. The tip-speed and
thrust are pratially onstant for the three dierent spaings due to the on-
troller. The variability of the inow ombined with the full aeroelasti oupling
with the ow solver results in a highly omplex ow. The ow is eventually
the ombined eet of merging numerous wakes, where the instantaneous wake
depends on the thrust and load distribution as desribed in Chapter 3 for single
wakes behind dierently loaded rotors. The inreased turbulene levels assists
in merging the wakes to form an average wake situation as experiened by the
turbine, whih is examined in details in the following.
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Figure 4.6: Veloity at hub height, tip-speed, and pith as experiened by the
rst turbine in the domain with S = 16R.
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Figure 4.7: Normalised power and thrust as experiened by the rst turbine in
the domain with separation of 16R.
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4.5 Convergene of Mean and Turbulent Quanti-
ties
The previous setion initiated the investigation of the dynami inow with large
utuations as experiened by the turbines. Despite the highly dynami inow,
the statistis will eventually onverge to the innite wind farm senario, where
there is an overall balane between the energy extrated by the turbines and
the energy fed into the wake from the surrounding freestream, i.e. to the wake
reovery. Figure 4.6 indiated how the ow between the turbines approahes
an equilibrium with large utuations. Ideally, the ow should approah a
random stationary proess in order to apply POD, see Setion 4.8. The turbulent
quantities should onverge statistially to approah suh a random stationary
proess. The three veloity omponents are extrated 1R upstream the rst
turbine in the domain, simular to the streamwise veloity shown in Figure 4.5.
The statistial onvergene of the mean and turbulent quantities are examined
to ensure that the total simulation time is long enough for all dominant ow
statistis to onverge. The ow is assumed to have onverged statistially, when
the spatial RMS values of the normalised mean and turbulent quantities within
±2R of hub height have reahed an approximately onstant level, i.e. taking the
RMS of the quantities loated within the box marked on Figure 4.5. Therefore,
eah simulation is examined for a range a temporal windows (∆Twin) starting
from the end of the simulations to determine a suiently large∆Twin to ahieve
this statistial onvergene. ∆Twin is indiated in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.8 shows the mean veloities and RMS values of the veloity u-
tuations as funtion of ∆Twin for S = 16R. Clearly, the streamwise veloity
dominates the ow with only small lateral and vertial omponents. The minor
disrepany from zero is related to the swirl or rotation of the wake. It is worth
noting that the values of the mean streamwise veloity ratio here is signiantly
larger than the 0.76 reported in Table 4.2, beause it is averaged for ±2R, i.e.
the averaging inludes the surrounding high veloity areas. The streamwise u-
tuations are approximately 20% larger than the inplane utuation. Generally,
the mean streamwise veloity is at an approximate onstant level for all ∆Twin.
Similarly, streamwise veloity utuations are approximately
√
u′
2 ≈ 0.10.
Similarly, Figure 4.9 shows the onvergene for the inplane Reynolds stresses
and Turbulent Kineti Energy(TKE) prodution. The broken lines show the
mean value and the dotted lines the ±10% of the mean of the RMS values. The
diagonal Reynolds stresses (τi,j , i = j) dominate the ow, with the streamwise
almost twie the size of the inplane stresses. The Reynolds stresses portrait a
similar onvergene as the veloity utuations, as expeted. The o-diagonal
Reynolds stresses are smaller than the diagonal stresses. The TKE prodution
is dominated by the omponents related to the streamwise veloity derivatives,
whih reahes an approximate onstant level when applying a window of more
than 21min, marked by a vertial blak line. The terms related to the diag-
onal Reynolds stresses are about 50% less in magnitude. The remaining two
terms(τyz
dV
dZ and τzy
dW
dY ) also reah a onstant, but muh smaller level, for a
window of approximately 21min. A seond vertial blak line marks the larges
appliable window, ∆Twin.
Similar analyses have been done for all simulations in this setion, whih
is summarised in Table 4.3. The table also gives the maximum and minimum
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windows as well as the onverged levels for referene. The table reveal several
trends for the turbulent quantities. The inreased wake reovery and derease
in turbulene intensity for inreasing turbine spaing is lear again. This ef-
fetively means that both Reynolds stresses and TKE prodution terms are
approximately twie as big for S = 12R ompared to S = 20R.
A maximum window is given in Table 4.3 for the statistial analysis, beause
the averaging window an be too large, i.e. the statistis starts to inlude the
transient from the initial startup. The same analysis have been done for the
simulations presented in Setion 3 and Setion 5, and a temporal window of
25min is deemed adequately onverged for all simulations and the following
results are all based on a window of ∆Twin = 1, 500s = 25min periods unless
learly stated.
Figure 4.10 shows the mean streamwise veloity for 16R, whih show a lear
wake deit larger than 1R. The large spread is related to the large sale
motions of the wake, whih is investigated in detail in Setion 4.7. The mean
inplane streamlines are also shown, whih show a minor lokwise rotation and
an general outow, whih is aused by the divergent ow around the turbine.
The rotation is lokwise, beause the plot shows the inoming wake veloity as
seen from the downstream turbine. The wake rotates ounter-lokwise if seen
from the previous turbine.
Figure 4.11 gives the three veloity utuations. The highest utuations
are found around the rotor edge, but it is somewhat smeared ompared to a
lear annular distribution seen behind a single turbine, e.g. Figure 3.5. The
lateral and veritial utuations are onentrated within the rotor area.
Figure 4.12 shows the Reynolds stresses. The diagonal Reynolds stresses(τxx, τyy,
and τzz) dominate the overall Reynolds stresses, and reveal similar patterns as
those for the utuations in Figure 4.11. There is a lear symmetry in the two
o- diagonal Reynolds stresses involving the streamwise utuations(τxy and
τxz), whih shows how momentum is transferred from the surroundings into the
wake entre. The symmetry of τxy and τxz are also due to the artesian nature
of the urrent plots. The last Reynolds stress(τyz) in the plane is smaller and
more evenly distributed.
The inplane TKE prodution terms are shown in Figure 4.13. The signiant
TKE soures stems from the streamwise veloity gradient(
dU
dY and
dU
dZ ) imme-
diately outside the rotor area, i.e. turbulene is generated in the shear layer.
The TKE sinks are related to the inplane diagonal Reynolds stresses, −τyy dVdY
and −τzz dWdZ , and onentrated within the rotor area. The two remaining terms
are smaller and less distint. The total inplane TKE prodution is portraited in
Figure 4.14, where the inner sinks and outer soures are learly visible. S = 12R
and S = 20R yield similar results, but are left out for brevity, as the dierene
in level is summarised in Table 4.3.
The onverged ow statistis orresponds to the asymptoti senario of an
innitely long row of turbines.
4.6 Comparison with Analytial Models
As the ow statistis have onverged, the internal ow in the innite row of
turbines have approahed the innite farm senario. Kinemati wake models
suh as the N. O. Jensen [28℄ and Frandsen et al. [20℄ gives expliit expressions
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Quantity 12R 16R 20R
∆Twin[s] [1, 380− 4, 860] [1, 260− 3, 300] [1, 020− 4, 860]
RMS(U) 0.83 0.83 0.85
RMS(V ) 8.0 · 10−3 9.0 · 10−3 9.7 · 10−3
RMS(W ) 8.9 · 10−3 12 · 10−3 14 · 10−3
RMS(
√
u′
2
) 0.12 0.10 8.9 · 10−2
RMS(
√
v′
2
) 9.1 · 10−2 8.1 · 10−2 7.0 · 10−2
RMS(
√
w′
2
) 9.1 · 10−2 8.0 · 10−2 6.9 · 10−2
RMS(τxx) 14 · 10−3 10 · 10−3 7.9 · 10−3
RMS(τyy) 8.4 · 10−3 6.7 · 10−3 5.1 · 10−3
RMS(τzz) 8.5 · 10−3 6.5 · 10−3 4.9 · 10−3
RMS(τxy) 3.1 · 10−3 2.1 · 10−3 1.7 · 10−3
RMS(τxz) 3.1 · 10−3 2.1 · 10−3 1.5 · 10−3
RMS(τyz) 7.0 · 10−4 3.4 · 10−4 2.6 · 10−4
RMS(τxy
dU
dY ) 2.1 · 10−4 1.2 · 10−4 9.3 · 10−5
RMS(τxz
dU
dZ ) 2.2 · 10−4 1.1 · 10−4 7.0 · 10−5
RMS(τyy
dV
dY ) 8.4 · 10−5 7.4 · 10−5 5.3 · 10−5
RMS(τyz
dV
dZ ) 8.1 · 10−6 3.6 · 10−6 2.4 · 10−6
RMS(τzy
dW
dY ) 7.0 · 10−6 3.9 · 10−6 2.9 · 10−6
RMS(τzz
dW
dZ ) 8.2 · 10−5 7.8 · 10−5 6.0 · 10−5
RMS(P) 3.2 · 10−4 1.9 · 10−4 1.4 · 10−4
Table 4.3: Spatial RMS values of the onverged turbulent quantities within the
limits of the temporal window ∆Twin for 12R, 16R, and 20R. Notie, quantities
are dimensionless.
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Figure 4.10: Mean streamwise veloity and mean inplane streamlines at 1R
upstream the rst rotor with S = 16R. Notie, quantities are dimensionless.
for the asymptoti mean wind veloity inside an innitely long row of wind
turbines. The kinemati models are assessed and tted to the CFD data given
in Figure 4.6, Table 4.2, and Table 4.3 in the following.
N. O. Jensen Model
N. O. Jensen gives the following expression:
UNOJ
U0
= 1−
2
3 · k
1− 13 · k
, where k =
(
R
R + αNOJ · S
)2
(4.1)
R is the rotor radius, S = XR is the turbine spaing, and αNOJ is an entrainment
onstant governing the wake expansion, whih is assumed to be linear. The
original artile by Jensen gives αNOJ = 0.1, while others reommend values of
αNOJ = 0.05 for oshore, e.g. Barthelmie et al. [12℄.
The parameter αNOJ is determined by tting the Jensen model to the
asymptoti wind veloity at hub height in a least squares sense, whih yields
αNOJ = 0.0501, indiating that the reommended value by Barthelmie et al.
[12℄ is suient and hene will be used in the following.
Frandsen Model
Frandsen's ontrol volume analysis yields the following expression for the asymp-
toti relative veloity value:
USF
U0
=
αSF
αSF +
1
2
CT
1
2
S
(4.2)
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Figure 4.11: Veloity utuations 1R upstream the rst rotor with S = 16R.
Notie, quantities are dimensionless.
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Figure 4.12: Reynolds stresses 1R upstream the rotor with S = 16R. Notie,
quantities are dimensionless.
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Figure 4.13: TKE prodution 1R upstream the rotor with S = 16R. Notie,
quantities are dimensionless.
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Figure 4.14: Total inplane TKE prodution 1R upstream the rotor of spaing
16R. Notie, TKE prodution is dimensionless.
where
1
2S =
X
D is the non-dimensional turbine spaing in terms of diameters,
αSF is a onstant, dierent from αNOJ , whih should be determined experi-
mentally. Alternatively, αSF ould be determined from the expression above if
USF
U0
is known:
αSF =
1
2
CT
S
USF
U0
1− USFU0
(4.3)
However, CT is still a parameter, and it is not trivial to determine CT internally
in the wind farm, sine there is no obvious hoie of referene veloity. Frandsen
[19℄ suggest alulating CT as
CT =
3.5(2 · Uhub − 3.5)
U2hub
≈ 7
Uhub
(4.4)
whih has sine been adopted into the IEC standard [4℄ as a generi approx-
imation for CT . The latter expression yields a good agreement with the CT
urve for the present NM80 turbine and is applied to determine αSF , as seen
in Figure 2.3. Dereasing the turbine spaing leads to inreasing CT , whih
again yields inreasing αSF . Frandsen et al. [20℄ and Barthelmie et al. [12℄ set
αSF = O(10 · αNOJ) for small CT and large spaings. However, the present
results suggests that inreasing turbine spaing leads to a derease in αSF and
αSFO(2 − 3αNOJ). The tted αSF are depited in Figure 4.15 for the generi
CT and CT for the NM80 turbine.
Figure 4.15 shows the asymptoti mean wind speed at hub height in the
innite wind farm ase for the simulations and the two kinemati models with
the abovementioned parameters. The results using the Frandsen model with
60
both reommended value(αSF = 0.5) and tted values as funtion of CT are
shown. Clearly, the Frandsen model using the reommended values overpredits
the wake reovery by roughly 20%, whih is surprisingly far from the target
value. However, the N. O. Jensen and the tted Frandsen model give a good t,
partiular at the intermediate spaings, while the veloity is underpredited for
short spaing and overpredited for large spaings. The reommended value for
the Frandsen model are 3-4 times bigger than the atually tted. These models
are expeted to give a reasonable agreement for the idealised ases exluding
shear and ground eets, sine they are based on momentum onsiderations.
The parameters and predited values are summarised in Table 4.4, whih also
gives the dierene from CFD results. Generally, the dierene is within ±5%
for the mean wind speed deep inside a wind farm.
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Figure 4.15: Fit for αSF (CT ) using CT -values for NM80 turbine and generi
expression and omparison of asymptoti mean veloity at hub height from
CFD and kinemati models. Legend: : CFD. : (a) NM80 CT . (b)
N.O. Jensen model. : Frandsen model using generi CT and αSF = 0.5.
: (a) Generi CT . (b) Frandsen model using generi CT and tted αSF =
f(CT ).
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Quantity 12R 16R 20R
Uhub
U0
0.74 0.76 0.78
CT 0.63 0.61 0.60
αNOJ 0.05 0.05 0.05
UNOJ
U0
0.70 0.77 0.82
Difference −5.3% +1.4% +4.9%
αSF,rec 0.5 0.5 0.5
USF,rec
U0
0.90 0.93 0.94
Difference +22% +22% +21%
αSF,fit 0.15 0.12 0.11
USF,fit
U0
0.71 0.77 0.81
Difference −4.3% +1.2% +3.9%
Table 4.4: Summary of omparison of asymptoti hub height veloities from
CFD results and the kinemati models by N. O. Jensen and Frandsen with
spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R. Positive dierene indiates that the kinemati
wake model overpredits the asymptoti veloity at hub height.
4.7 Large Sale Motions
The large sale motions are again alulated using the entre of mass approah
desribed in Setion 3.4. The wake entre movement for S = 16R is presented
in Figure 4.17. The large sale motions or meandering are initiated after ap-
proximately 100s, and ontinue to grow in magnitude to about 1R over the next
600s. This self-indued meandering is initiated after 76s and 116s for S = 12R
and S = 20R, respetively. For all ases, the time orresponds to initiating self-
indued meandering in the third wake, i.e. the initial uniform ow has passed
through three turbines. The large sale movements remain onstant around
±1R with a few extreme deviations of up to 1.5R. The standard deviations
of the lateral and vertial diretions are 0.43R and 0.46R, respetively. The
orresponding values for 12R are 0.49R and 0.51R, and 0.37R and 0.42R for
S = 20R. The large sale motions appears to inrease for smaller spaings
between the turbines. The large sale motions are signiantly inreased om-
pared to the RMS values behind a single turbine for S = 12R and S = 16R,
shown in Figure 3.8. However, the dierene is only minor for S = 20R, where
the orresponding RMS values 20R behind a single turbine are 0.38R and 0.35R
for the lateral and vertial movements. This indiates that the large sales are
less dependent on the turbine arrangement for large spaings as the wake break
down ours before reahing the next turbine. There appears to be a minor bias
towards larger meandering in the vertial, although there one again should be
no preferred diretion in the present setup, but the deviation is assumed insignif-
iant as it does not give rise to any signiant bias in the turbulent quantites
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presented in Setion 4.5.
Figure 4.16 depits the inplane trajetory of the wake entre, whih shows
that not only is the ow omplex, but so are the large sale motions. The
loation of the wake entre hanges and it alternates between moving lok-
and ounterlokwise.
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Figure 4.16: Inplane wake entre oordinates 1R upstream the rotor of spaing
16R for t ∈ [2, 695− 2, 865s].
One of the fundamental hypotheses of the DynamiWake Meandering(DWM)
model is that the large sales are driven diretly by the large sales in the at-
mospheri turbulene. Lu and Porté-Agel [39℄ have also reported a diret link
between the large sales and the atmospheri turbulene. However, the present
simulations exlude the presene of atmospheri turbulene, yet low frequent
strutures arise, similar to the low frequenies found in the wake behind a single
turbine in Setion 3.4.
The other basi assumption in the DWMmodel is that the wake is translated
downstream as a passive traer by low frequent strutures. This hypothesis is
tested by omputing the Power Spetral Density(PSD) of TKE within ±2R
in both the xed frame of referene and a moving frame of referene relative
to the wake entre motion. The data has been interpolated to a polar grid
and the latter is orreted for the loation of the wake entre and the inplane
displaement of the wake, i.e. orreting V and W by the lateral and vertial
veloity of the wake entre motion. The two spetrums for the three simulations
are presented in Figure 4.18, where the spetrums are normalised by the integral
of the spetrum. First, the PSD in the xed frame of referene show lear peaks
at low frequeny for all three ases. However, dominant peaks still persist in
the moving frame of referene, and although the energy is redistributed in the
spetrum, the same peak frequenies are present in both referene frames. If the
hypothesis is orret, the low frequent peaks should be removed by aurately
determining the entre of the wake. The question naturally arise if the wake
entre is determined aurately as the detetion of the wake entre is not trivial.
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Figure 4.17: Wake entre oordinates, (YC , ZC) 1R upstream the rst rotor with
S = 16R. Legend: : YC : ZC
The entre of mass approah is a simple approah, and tests indiated that
m = 3 generally gave more onsistent results than m = 1, see Equation 3.1.
Trujillo et al. [71℄ disuss the drawbaks of the entre of mass approah behind
a single turbine, and onlude that it is not robust beause low speed regions
due to turbulene outside the immediate wake aet the position of the wake
entre. Therefore, Trujillo et al. suggest tting a bivariate Gaussian shape to
the wake deit. However, suh an assumption is not robust either, partiular
when multiple wakes interats. The assumption of a generi shape inevitably
raises two distint questions when interpreting Figure 4.5. Whih is the orret
wake entre and how appropriate is suh a Gaussian t is in the ase of multiple
wakes, where the shape of the wake deit learly morphs ontinuously between
various omplex shapes and remnants of numerous past wakes are present.
Therefore, the urrent results suggests that the highly omplex wake dynam-
is deep within a wind farm an not be modelled as a olletive entity overlaid
with the large sale motions of the atmospheri turbulene. The results also sug-
gest that suh an assumption is only valid for the rst few turbines, but does
not hold in the interior of a wind farm where the self-indued meandering pre-
vails. This is in part due to the instanteneous lak of axisymmetry in Figure 4.5.
There are no apparent traes of general symmetries, axial or azimuthal, whih
would allow suh a transformation to a moving frame of referene. Rather, the
wake deit onstantly hanges shape and oassionally also rotational diretion
as examplied in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.17 and the subsequent analysis showed how the large sale mo-
tions are initiated before a full turnaround have been ompleted, i.e. some
self-indued meandering is inherent to the turbines. Medii and Alfredsson [45℄
experimentally examined the turbulent wake behind a rotor and found shed-
ding similar to the vortex shedding behind a blu body. Medii and Alfredsson
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Figure 4.18: Power Spetral Density in xed frame of referene and in moving
frame of referene. The PSD have been saled by the integral of the spetrum.
Legend: : Fixed frame of referene. : Moving frame of referene.
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reported St = 0.12 for tip-speed ratios above 4.5. Therefore, Figure 4.19 por-
traits the TKE spetrums for the three idealised ases as well as the spetrums
omputed 12R, 16R, and 20R behind the single turbine reported in Chapter 3.
The spetrums are plotted versus Strouhal number:
St =
fL
Uin
(4.5)
where Uin is the inow veloity in the single wake ase and Uhub in the innitely
long row senarios. Large sales are evident in both spetrums for all three
ases, and oassionally the peaks oinide diretly, e.g. peak frequeny StP,1 ≈
0.07 for 12R and StP,1 ≈ 0.1 and StP,2 ≈ 0.14 for 16R. The spetrums for
20R are less omparable, sine there is a larger number of peak frequenies at
relative high Strouhal numbers behind a single turbine. The peak frequenies
are loated at low frequenies, but there are evidently also seondary peak
frequenies present in the viinity of St = 0.2 for all the three idealised ases.
The orresponding frequenies are St = 0.19 for S = 12R, St = 0.22 for S =
16R, and St = 0.18 and St = 0.20 for 20R. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that
the rotational frequeny of the wind turbine (1P = fWT = 0.29Hz) is no longer
present in any of the spetrums, as also reported by Lu and Porté-Agel [39℄.
This shows how the spaings are large enough to onsider the wake inow as far
wake.
The three PSD spetrums from Figure 4.18 are presented again in Figure
4.20, both as a funtion of frequeny and as funtion of an equivalent Strouhal
number based on the domain length, i.e.
StLx =
fLx
Uhub
(4.6)
where Lx is the domain length in the streamwise diretion, see Table 4.1. Saling
with the domain length learly shifts the low peak frequenies to oinide, whih
suggest that the large sales ould be introdued due to the domain length and
the yli boundary onditions. These large sales might also be introdued
due to the spaing between the individual turbines, whih is inevitably on-
neted to the total domain length. The domains have been inreased to ontain
several turbines to limit any suh domain eet and the ross-orrelations are
alulated to further investigate any domain eets. Figure 4.21 shows the two
point temporal ross-orrelation for S = 16R. The ross-orrelations are alu-
lated between time series extrated at various ross-setions in the domains at
(Y, Z) = (10R, 10R). The referene time serie, whih yields the auto-orrelation,
is extrated 1R upstream the rst turbine in the domain. Obviously, the orre-
lation is large (Rˆ ≈ 0.8) between 1R and 2R upstream the rst turbine, while it
dereases to Rˆ = 0.25− 0.35 for orrelations with time series extrated between
the rst and seond turbine. The yli nature ensures omparable orrelations
between the referene point and time series extrated between the seond and
third turbine with a dierene in time lag. The time lag between the maximum
orrelations upstream the rst, seond, and third turbine is roughly 50s, orre-
sponding to a propagation speed of 12.3m/s, whih is larger than the average
streamwise veloity of 0.76 · 15m/s = 11.4m/s. It is also pronouned how the
orrelation quikly dimish and does not persist over multiple turnaround peri-
ods. In fat, the seond highest auto-orrelation is 0.18, i.e. seondary peaks
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Figure 4.19: PSD in innitely long rows of turbines ompared to PSD in the
wake behind a single turbine. The PSD have been saled by the integral of the
urve. Legend: : Innite row of turbines. : Single wake.
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for the thiker blak line. This level yields the largest possible orrelation due
to the yli boundary onditions. However, the atual orrelation is presum-
ably lower. The ross-orrelation inludes an inherent minimum orrelation due
to resemblane in the turbulent strutures of the merged wakes whih is main-
tained by eah passing of the turbines. This is not a domain eet, but an eet
of the wake similarities. This is investigated further by plotting the maximum
ross-orrelation for eah distane and for all three spaings as funtion of the
distane between the two points onsidered, see Figure 4.22. The vertial lines
indiate the loation of the turbines in the domain. The ross-orrelation as
funtion of distane behind a single turbine is plotted for referene. The open
irles for larger spaings indiate that the ross-orrelation has rossed zero.
The ross-orrelation between the turbines are only 0.27−0.37 for all three ases.
However, the maximum orrelation due to the yli boundaries an not exeed
the minimum ross-orrelation. Comparatively, the orrelation behind a single
turbine derease linearly to the onstant level of Rˆ ≈ 0.1 for distanes above
10R, indiating that the wake maintains a ertain degree of orrelation even far
into the wake. The dierene between Rˆ ≈ 0.1 and Rˆ ≈ 0.18 ould be aused by
the yli boundary onditions, but the ross-orrelations also inrease for time
series extrated in similar positions, e.g. 1R upstream a turbine. This implies
that the majority of the orrelation stems from the large strutures inherent
to the wake, not the domain. It is furthermore onjetured that the turbines
assist in breaking up the large domain sales, so applying yli boundaries does
not introdue dominant large sales provided there are multiple turbines in the
domain.
The inplane radial ross-orrelation(Rˆr) is also omputed as funtion of ra-
dius, see Figure 4.23. The radial ross-orrelations are averaged azimuthally
and temporally. Several loations are plotted, and the ross-orrelations learly
oinide with only minor dierenes between the loations in the domain. The
omputed integral length sale(TE) are marked along the axis. The integral
length sale is approximately 1.0− 1.1R for all simulations, whih is a measure
of the length sale of the inplane turbulent strutures. The spatial extend of 1R
an visually be seen in Figure 4.5.
In summary, low frequent motions are inherent to the wake interation deep
inside an innitely long row of wind turbines. The low frequent motions ould
potentially arise due to the unphysial eet originating from the yli bound-
aries, but ross-orrelations indiate this eet to be less than dominant. How-
ever, even larger domains are needed to formally exlude suh potential domain
eet. The turnaround time should be an order of magnitude larger than the
physial periods in question, whih would require domains O(10) times larger
than the present domains. Domains of that magnitude are beyond the sope
of the present work as it would require tremendous omputational ressoures.
Ideally, simulations should be run with numerous turbines(10+) with yli
boundary onditions and with standard inow-outow onditions. This would
enable the identiation of the origin of the meandering and it would assist in
determining when the innite wind farm is obtained, i.e. after how many tur-
bines. Despite this formal unertainty, it is onjetured that the origin of the
meandering is dominated by physial eets in the present simulations and the
examination of the large oherent strutures is ontinued by applying POD.
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Figure 4.20: PSD vs frequeny and an equivalent Strouhal number based on
domain length. Legend: : S = 12R. : S = 16R. : S = 20R.
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Figure 4.21: Cross-orrelation for S = 16R vs. time lag. Cross-orrelation
between dierent points are shown. The blak line denotes the auto-orrelation
for the referene point 1R upstream of the rst turbine.
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Figure 4.22: Maximum ross-orrelation vs. distane between points for S =
12R, S = 16R, S = 20R. Cross-orrelation in the wake behind a single turbine
is inluded for referene. Legend: : Wake behind a single turbine. Open
irles indiate that the ross-orrelation has rossed 0. : S = 12R. :
S = 16R. : S = 20R.
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Figure 4.23: Spatial ross-orrelation vs radius for various loations for the three
senarios of innitely long rows of turbines.
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4.8 Proper Orthogonal Deomposition
POD is applied to all three simulations for slies extrated in the last 1, 500s
within ±1R.
POD onvergene
The onvergene of the POD oeients have been investigated by using various
number of slies within the 1, 500s, similar to the analysis presented in Setion
3.5. The onvergene shows similar tendenies, and a loading frequeny of f = 5
is suient for all simulations, meaning that POD is applied to a total of 2, 796
slies for these three ases.
Another measure of the POD onvergene is to examine how well the tempo-
ral eigenfuntions are resolved by inluding dierent numbers of slies. Figure
4.24 shows 400s of the rst temporal eigenfuntion for f = 1, f = 5, and f = 50.
Clearly, f = 50 is oarse, while there is virtually no dierene between f = 1
and f = 5. Furthermore, the signal is not simply noise, but there are distint
frequenies present in the temporal signal. The spetrums of the rst temporal
eigenfuntion for the three dierent number of slies are given in Figure 4.25,
and all apture the low frequent utuations. The distint frequenies are a key
omponent of the later onstrution of a redued order model in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.24: Convergene of the rst POD temporal eigenfuntions for various
number of slies with spaing 16R. Legend: : Nf=50 = 280, ∆t ≈ 5s.
: Nf=5 = 2, 796, ∆t ≈ 0.5s. : Nf=1 = 13, 978, ∆t ≈ 0.1s.
The umulative POD oeients for the three simulations are shown in
Figure 4.26. The POD oeients are very similar for all spaings, and the
oeients tend towards an isotrophi distribution for POD modes larger than
30 as the slope beomes more onstant, i.e. the remaining turbulent kineti
energy is spread over a large number of modes. The rst POD mode ontains
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Figure 4.25: Convergene of the rst POD temporal eigenfuntion for various
number of slies with spaing 16R. Legend: : Nf=50 = 280, ∆t ≈ 5s.
: Nf=5 = 2, 796, ∆t ≈ 0.5s. : Nf=1 = 13, 978, ∆t ≈ 0.1s.
between 18−21% of the turbulent kineti energy, while the rst ve POD modes
apture just over 50%, and the rst 100 POD modes out of a total of 2, 796
ontain about 86 − 88% of the turbulent kineti energy. Table 4.5 summarises
the umulative oeients, i.e. the amount of turbulent kineti energy ontained
within those POD modes. It is remarkably how the umulative energy ontent
of the rst POD modes is higher for the innite row of turbines than for the
wake behind a single turbine, as the ow appears muh more omplex. This
suggest that large, energeti sales dominate the internal ow between wind
turbines. Applying POD on the same slies within ±2R yields approximately
80% of the energy on the rst 100 POD modes. This indiates how the ow
is more omplex when deomposing larger areas, whih yields dierent spatial
strutures, partiular at higher POD modes. The spatial distribution of the
POD modes are disussed in the following.
Spatial POD modes
The rst 20 spatial POD modes for the three dierent spaings are plotted in
Figure 4.27-4.30. The rst POD modes showase dipole strutures and mode
pairing between the rst and seond POD mode, whih is also indiated in the
POD oeients. The inplane streamlines in the two rst POD modes provide
lear lateral and vertial ross-stream ow, whih utuates bak and forth
aording to the temporal eigenfuntion shown in Figure 4.24. These two modes
govern the largest sales of the wake as experiened by the onoming turbine.
POD mode 3 show a somewhat entral region, whih utuates bak and forth.
Important to remember again, that the negative and positive areas are simply
out of phase, and hange sign aording to the temporal eigenfuntions. The
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Figure 4.26: Cumulative POD oeients. Legend: : S = 12R.
: S = 16R. : S = 20R.
∑N
i=1 λi 12R 16R 20R
1 0.21 0.18 0.19
1− 2 0.34 0.33 0.31
1− 3 0.43 0.44 0.41
1− 4 0.47 0.48 0.46
1− 5 0.51 0.52 0.50
1− 6 0.55 0.56 0.54
1− 7 0.58 0.59 0.56
1− 8 0.61 0.62 0.59
1− 9 0.62 0.63 0.60
1− 10 0.64 0.65 0.62
1− 20 0.73 0.74 0.71
1− 50 0.82 0.83 0.81
1− 100 0.87 0.88 0.86
Table 4.5: Cumulative energy ontent of key POD modes for 12R, 16R, and
20R.
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inplane wake rotation is governed by POD modes 7 for S = 12R, 4 for S = 16R,
and 4 and 5 for S = 20R. Interestingly, the modes 8− 10 are less exaggerated,
i.e. the POD modes are more onstant with only minor red/yellow and blue
regions. Several higher POD modes portrait multiple inplane irulation ells,
e.g. POD mode 10, 17, and 19 for S = 16R. Other notable modes inlude
POD modes 11 and 14 for S = 12R, whih show lear quadrupole and hexapole
strutures. The size of the large oherent strutures in the rst POD modes
are O(1R) as also reported in the previous setion based on the radial ross-
orrelation. Large oherent strutures are visible in the higher POD modes
although the omplexity generally inrease with inreasing POD mode. The
oherent strutures are in several ases omparable for all three ases.
Saranyasoontorn and Manuel [56℄ onstruted a low-dimensional model for
the turbulent inow to wind turbines based on applying POD to turbulene
generated by a Kaimal spetral model of the atmospheri turbulene. POD
modes 2 and 3 given by Saranyasoontorn and Manuel are diretly omparable
to the dipole struture of POD modes 1 and 2 in Figure 4.27. Other modes
portrait similar resemblanes, e.g. the entral protusion in mode 3 resemble
mode 5 by Saranyasoontorn and Manuel. Despite similarities, the POD modes
by Saranyasoontorn and Manuel are more symmetri than those presented in
Figures 4.27-4.30, whih stems from the innate symmetry of reonstruting tur-
bulene from a spetral model.
4.9 Summary
A minor grid study was reported in the hapter, but the fous was primarily on
the examination of three idealised simulations of an innitely long row of wind
turbines with three dierent spaings of 12R, 16R, and 20R. The simulations
were onsidered idealised, sine the eet of an atmospheri boundary layer
was exluded and an initial uniform inow was imposed before applying yli
boundary onditions untill the ow had onverged statistially. The omplexity
of the ow was visualised and desribed. The dynami behaviour of the turbine
was explored, whih proved the inuene of the ontroller. The key turbulent
quantities in the inoming ow were investigated and shown to onverge, when
applying averaging windows of 25min. The turbulent quantities portrait how
the Reynolds stresses transfer momentum from the exterior into the rotor area
and how the turbulent kineti energy is generated in an annular shear layer
around the rotor and extrated within the rotor area.
The mean asymptoti wind speed derived from the simulations have been
ompared to two kinemati models, and new model parameters given aording
to the best t to the simulated data.
The large sales were examined and ompared in a xed and a moving frame
of referene to test the basi hypotheses of the DWM model, where the wake
meandering is diretly related to the atmospheri turbulene whih translate the
wake downstream as an ative traer. The analysis highlighted the diulties
involved with simply translating the wake ow to a moving frame of referene,
due to the diulties involved with deteting an unambiguous wake entre as
well as the lak of symmetry in the instanteneous wake. Furthermore, the
analysis examined the spanwise and streamwise orrelation, whih showed that
the yli boundary onditions an only aount for a limited eet in terms of
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Figure 4.27: Spatial POD modes 1-5 for spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R.
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Figure 4.28: Spatial POD modes 6-10 for spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R.
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Figure 4.29: Spatial POD modes 11-15 for spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R.
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Figure 4.30: Spatial POD modes 16-20 for spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R.
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generating the large oherent strutures.
Finally, POD was applied to slies extrated from the simulations, and the
onvergene of the temporal eigenfuntions investigated. The spatial POD
modes reveal large oherent strutures, whih govern the large sale motions
of the wake interations deep inside an innitely long row of turbines.
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Chapter 5
Innite Wind Farm with
Atmospheri Boundary Layer
This hapter presents three dierent senarios simulating innite wind farms,
where yli boundary onditions are applied both streamwise and laterally. The
turbines are separated by 12R, 16R, and 20R in both diretions for the three
dierent senarios. Furthermore, an atmospheri boundary layer is presribed,
whih adds a vertial shear to the veloity prole. Therefore, the onverged ow
simulates the ow deep inside very large wind farms under neutral onditions,
where the turbulene stems diretly from the turbines.
Generally, no atmospheri turbulene is added, exept in one additional sim-
ulation with spaing of 12R. The two simulations with S = 12R are omparable,
exept the latter inludes the introdution of high altitude turbulene(HAT).
The aim is a qualitative omparison of the eet of high altitude turbulene for
the mixing and wake reovery deep inside a large wind farm.
The analysis examines the ow harateristis and turbine performane of
turbines operating in a boundary layer. The ow behaviour in the interior of
an innite wind farm is investigated and related to the simulations presented
in the previous hapter, where the eets of a boundary layer were exluded.
POD is applied and POD modes are derived for the new wake model.
5.1 Setup
Domain
The wake interation inside large wind farms is examined in three ases with
three dierent streamwise and lateral spaings, namely 12R, 16R, and 20R.
The grids are equidistant in the streamwise and lateral diretion, whih is ne-
essary to maintain and model the turbulene orretly as it is transferred using
the yli boundary onditions. The two rst grids are non-equidistant in the
vertial diretions, whih is strethed towards the top to full a blokage ri-
teria of less than 1%. The third is equidistant in all diretions. The domain
height is 27R, 20R, and 20R and the domain lengths are 60R, 48R, and 40R
for spaings of 12R, 16R, and 20R, respetively. These lengths orrespond to
5, 3 and 2 turbines in eah domain. The domain lengths are hosen to inlude
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Spaing Dimensions Turbines Cells jrot TT Total Time
X × Y × Z[R] 106 [s] [s]
12R 60× 12× 27 5 17.9 21 160 4, 024
12R+HAT 60× 12× 27 5 17.9 22 160 1, 989
16R 48× 16× 20 3 24.6 21 128 2, 682
20R 40× 20× 20 2 24.6 20 107 2, 681
Table 5.1: Overview of domain setup for innite wind farm ases.
several turbines to limit the introdution of additional frequenies due to the
nite size of the domain, i.e. ensuring that the dominant length sales are in
the ow diretion, see disussion in Setion 4.7. Introduing several turbines
means that turbulent length sales up to 60R = 2, 400m, 48R = 1, 920m, and
40R = 1, 600m may appear in the omputations. The rotors are plaed in
(Y, Z) = (6R, 2R), (Y, Z) = (8R, 2R), and (Y, Z) = (10R, 2R), i.e. hub height
is set to 2R. The additional ase with high altitude turbulene is omparable
to the S = 12R domain, but not idential sine the simulations were run at dif-
ferent lusters with dierent optimum settings for the grid onguration. Table
5.1 summarises the domain setup inluding the total number of point, the rotor
resolution, turnaround time, and total simulation time.
Boundary Conditions
Cyli boundary onditions are imposed in the ow diretion as well as on the
lateral boundaries. Symmetry onditions are applied to both the top and bottom
boundary ondition, i.e. no ross ow and slip onditions.
Inow Conditions and Turbine Performane
The urrent simulations inlude a presribed boundary layer with ∆PBL = 0.4,
Hhub = 2R, and αPBL = 0.1. The vertial veloity prole was shown in Figure
2.4 and Figure 5.1 shows a ontour plot of the initial vertial veloity prole
as experiened by the onoming turbine. Johansen [29℄ reported power law
oeients in the range αPBL ∈ [0.1 − 0.2]. The presribed boundary layer is
saled to have a veloity of unity at hub height, Uhub. The boundary layer is
also onsidered neutral as no thermal eets are inluded in the simulations.
An additional ase inludes introdution of Mann turbulene at high altitude
of approximately 10% turbulene intensity relative to the veloity at hub height,
i.e. less at higher altitude. The Mann turbulene is introdued ontinuously
during the simulation using body fores as desribed in Setion 2.1.3. This
approah have been used in several studies to introdue atmospheri turbulene
upstream one or more turbines, see for instane Troldborg et al. [69℄. However,
this simulation aims to mimi the ase of a fully developed boundary layer
over a wind farm and to investigate whether large sale turbulent strutures
from the atmosphere an penetrate the boundary layer formed over the wind
farm. Therefore, the turbulene is introdued above the boundary layer. The
turbulene is introdued at X = 6R, whih is diretly above the rst turbine
and aross the domain width from Z = 15R upwards. This level is hosen in
aordane with the height of the boundary layer, whih eventually develops
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Figure 5.1: Presribed boundary layer.
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above the wind farm. The turbulene is imposed aording to the vertial
distribution given in Setion 2.1.3.
The investigation of adding turbulene at high altitudes is more a qualita-
tive investigation of the overall mixing proess and the ability for high altitude
turbulene to penetrate into the wind farm. The yli boundary onditions
eventually means that this additional turbulene is added on top of turbulene
generated by the wind farm, whih should enhane mixing with the freestream
ow above the boundary layer formed above the wind farm.
5.2 Wake and Flow Charateristis
Figure 5.2 shows instanteneous vortiity plots for a vertial and horizontal plane
through the turbine entre. The top plot shows how vortiity is exhanged
between the rows of turbines aross the yli boundaries, but larger sales are
still predominantly present in the immediate wake between the rotors. Similarly,
the bottom plot shows large sales are mainly present in the lowest 3R, with
a few large sales extruding higher into the boundary layer. The vortiity is
learly limited to the lower part of the boundary layer.
(a) XY -plane at Z = 2R.
(b) XZ-plane at Y = 6R.
Figure 5.2: Instanteneous vortiity plot through the rotor entre for S = 12R.
Total of ve rotors are marked by solid lines. Bright areas indiate high vortiity.
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Spaing
Uhub
U0
σ(UhubU0 ) σ((
Uhub
U0
)3) ΩR PP0 σ(
P
P0
) T [kN ]
12R 0.61 0.10 0.12 72.3 0.59 0.14 229
16R 0.73 0.10 0.17 72.3 0.80 0.12 263
20R 0.80 0.10 0.19 72.4 0.88 0.11 267
Table 5.2: Mean and standard deviation of the veloity at hub height, standard
deviation of the veloity at hub height ubed, mean tip speed, mean normalised
power, standard deviation of normalised power and mean thrust of the last
1, 500s for the three innite wind farm simulations with spaings 12R, 16R, and
20R.
5.3 Turbine Performane History
The operational history of the turbines in terms of inow veloity and power
prodution for the three simulations is shown in Figure 5.3. The inow veloities
at hub height are omparable to Figure 4.6 although the PBL appears to stabilise
the ow faster to avoid the large initial derease. Clearly, larger spaing leads
to larger veloities, hene power prodution, but less than for the idealised
ase. The above rated power peak for S = 20R around t ≈ 1, 000s is due to a
simulation restart, where the turbine overshoots the rater power before it adjusts
orretly to the ow. The basi turbine statistis are summarised in Table 5.2.
The simulations of S = 16R are almost idential with and without PBL(see
Table 4.2) exept the thrust is lower in the former ase. The inrease in veloity
at hub height with inreasing spaing is still lear, but muh more pronouned
with PBL. It suggests the vertial shear enhane the wake reovery for large
turbine spaings(S > 16R), while small turbine spaings onne the ow and
hene the wake reovery. The mean inow veloity is only 0.61 at hub height
for 12R, whih is the referene veloity for the ontroller. Power prodution is
up to 88% of rated for S = 20R. However, the power yield is lower than the
idealised ases shown in Chapter 4, partiular for S = 12R, where the presene
of the PBL dereases the power yield from 87% to only 59%.
There is no apparent variation in inow utuations(all 0.10), and the ubed
standard deviation is inreasing with inreasing spaing, opposite to the results
reported in Table 4.2. The standard deviation in power prodution is still in-
reasing for dereasing spaing, but suprisingly the variation exeeds the varia-
tion of veloity utuations ubed for S = 12R. This suggests that the ontroller
is struggling in this senario. The turbulene intensity relative to mean veloity
at hub height(as opposed to freestream) is 16.4%, 13.7%, and 12.5% for spaings
12R, 16R, and 20R, respetively. This is a minor inrease ompared to 14.9%,
12.5%, and 10.6% without PBL.
Qualitative Comparison with High Altitude Turbulene
The turbine performane with S = 12R is ompared with the speial ase
of adding additional atmospheri turbulene at high altitudes between t ∈
[989s, 1, 989s]. The veloity at hub height and normalised power for the two
ases are plotted in Figure 5.4, and initially the two simulations are idential
before the addition of the turbulene alters the simulations. The gures also
reveal how the addition of HAT at times gives rise to higher utuations, whih
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Figure 5.3: Normalised power and thrust in an innite wind farm inluding PBL
with spaings of 12R, 16R, 20R. Legend: : S = 12R. : S = 16R.
: S = 20R.
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gives rise to a minor inrease in the statistis of this period as presented in
Table 5.3. The addition of HAT yields a power prodution of 0.71 as opposed
to 0.66 for the examined period, whih is also aompanied by an inrease in
utuations.
The omparison indiates that the additional turbulene does enhane the
mixing proess with overlaying boundary layer slightly. The eet is still minor
relative to the added 10% turbulene intensity, whih indiates the diulties
for atmospheri turbulene to penetrate the boundary layer formed over the
wind turbines. Therefore, the additional mixing is assumed to be aused pre-
dominantly by the largest strutures in the HAT, whih an deliver large burst
of energy into the interior of the wind farm. The internal turbulene is still
dominanted by the turbulene added by the wind turbines, as also noted by
Frandsen and Madsen [21℄.
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Figure 5.4: Normalised power and thrust in an innite wind farm with spaings
of 12R with and without high altitude turbulene(HAT).
Legend: : S = 12R. : S = 12R with HAT.
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Spaing
Uhub
U0
σ(UhubU0 ) σ((
Uhub
U0
)3) ΩR PP0 σ(
P
P0
) T [kN ]
12R 0.65 0.11 0.14 72.3 0.66 0.12 242
12R+HAT 0.67 0.12 0.17 72.3 0.71 0.14 249
Table 5.3: Mean and standard deviation of the veloity at hub height, standard
deviation of the veloity at hub height ubed, mean tip speed, mean normalised
power, standard deviation of normalised power and mean thrust of the t ∈
[989s, 1, 989s] for the innite wind farm simulations with spaings 12R with
and without HAT. Note, the dierene in period hanges the values ompared
to Table 5.2
.
5.4 Mean and Turbulent Quantities
The statistial onvergene of the turbulent quantities are left out for brevity,
but Setion 4.5 desribes the details of a similar analysis. The onverged tur-
bulent quantities are summarised in Table 5.4, similar to Table 4.3. The mean
veloities show a similar trend to the veloity at hub height, although the ap-
pliation of PBL gives an inrease in mean veloity for S > 16R due to the
shear in the vertial, whih yields higher veloities above hub height. The mean
lateral veloities are inreased for all ases, while the vertial omponents are
dereased exept for 12R. This indiates how the streamwise and lateral ompo-
nents are enhaned due to the vertial onnement near the ground. A similar
trend is observed in the veloity utuations with equal or minor inreases in
the streamwise and lateral utuations, while the vertial utuations are equal
or less ompared to the idealised ase without PBL. The Reynolds stresses and
TKE prodution naturally follow the same trends.
Figure 5.5 depits the mean streamwise veloity overlaid by the inplane av-
erage streamlines for all three simulations. The results have been dupliated
two or three times in the lateral diretion to improve the visualization of the
inplane irulation and the vertial symmetry lines along the yli boundaries
are marked. There are distint wake deits in the streamwise veloity around
the wind turbines, and the wake deit(blue olors) are both higher and ex-
tends over a larger area for S = 12R while it is less pronouned for inreased
spaings, see the undisturbed PBL in Figure 5.1 with the same olorsaling for
diret omparison. The wake deits also extend in the vertial to approxi-
mately 10R, 8R, and 6R for the three ases, predominantly to the right of the
turbine due to the wake rotation. This eet appears as lateral waves in the
mean streamwise veloity. The level of the lateral waves indiate the boundary
layer, whih develops above the innite wind farm. The waves also oinide
with the inplane streamlines. There are two signiant irulation ells for 12R,
a smaller to the left of the turbine and a larger ell to the right, whih failitates
downwash of momentum from more than 20R vertially. This illustrates how
the wake interation is limited by the ground and merging wakes and an only
expand upwards as desribed by Frandsen et al. [20℄. The inow to the rotor is
from below, and the irulation in the immediate viinity of the turbine for the
three ases are given in Figure 5.6. The inplane streamlines for 16R and 20R
are diverging around the turbine, similar to the divergent streamlines portraited
in Figure 4.10, whih exluded the eet of PBL. The inplane irulation ells
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Quantity 12R 16R 20R
∆Twin[s] [1, 260− 3, 540] [1, 500− 2, 100] [1, 140− 1, 500]
RMS(U) 0.79 0.85 0.87
RMS(V ) 9.8 · 10−3 11 · 10−3 11 · 10−3
RMS(W ) 12 · 10−3 6.7 · 10−3 9.2 · 10−3
RMS(
√
u′
2
) 0.12 0.10 9.6 · 10−2
RMS(
√
v′
2
) 9.2 · 10−2 8.7 · 10−2 8.1 · 10−2
RMS(
√
w′
2
) 8.5 · 10−2 7.8 · 10−2 6.9 · 10−2
RMS(τxx) 14 · 10−3 10 · 10−3 9.3 · 10−3
RMS(τyy) 8.7 · 10−3 7.7 · 10−3 6.7 · 10−3
RMS(τzz) 7.4 · 10−3 6.1 · 10−3 4.8 · 10−3
RMS(τxy) 2.5 · 10−3 1.9 · 10−3 2.3 · 10−3
RMS(τxz) 3.2 · 10−3 2.7 · 10−3 1.8 · 10−3
RMS(τyz) 3.9 · 10−4 3.5 · 10−4 3.4 · 10−4
RMS(τxy
dU
dY ) 1.5 · 10−4 7.6 · 10−5 8.9 · 10−5
RMS(τxz
dU
dZ ) 2.6 · 10−4 2.2 · 10−4 1.1 · 10−4
RMS(τyy
dV
dY ) 8.8 · 10−5 9.3 · 10−5 7.6 · 10−5
RMS(τyz
dV
dZ ) 6.0 · 10−6 4.1 · 10−6 3.9 · 10−6
RMS(τzy
dW
dY ) 5.5 · 10−6 3.5 · 10−6 3.6 · 10−6
RMS(τzz
dW
dZ ) 9.0 · 10−5 7.1 · 10−5 6.2 · 10−5
RMS(P) 3.5 · 10−4 2.5 · 10−4 1.6 · 10−4
Table 5.4: Mean RMS values of the onverged turbulent quantities within ±2R
and the limits of the temporal window ∆Twin for 12R, 16R, and 20R with PBL.
Notie, quantities are dimensionless.
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are less pronouned for the larger spaings, and do not govern the momentum
transfer into the inoming wake to the same degree. The irulation ells show
how the large spaing is large enough to failitate the transfer of new momen-
tum into the wake from the surroundings as the wake reovers between the
turbines. Contrary, the inow appears onned by the small spaing and the
inow mainly our from below, whih signiantly lowers the wake reovery,
hene the average veloity seen by the turbine.
Figure 5.7 shows the lateral and vertial mean streamwise veloity and u-
tuation proles through the rotor enter, i.e. Z = 2R and Y = 6R, Y = 8R, and
Y = 10R, respetively. The vertial veloity proles show a lear wake deit
overing the rotor extend. The veloity is aelerated to be larger than the
initial presribed veloity above approximately 14R for S = 12R and S = 20R,
whih is the rational behind applying HAT above 15R. The horizontal veloity
proles reveal signiant dereases in the streamwise veloity between the indi-
vidual rows for 12R and 16R, i.e. the turbines blok and fore the ow to go
above the turbines, while 20R is unonned and gives rise to a minor speedup
between the rows, whih again assist in the aforementioned mixing.
The utuation proles are omparable, partiular for S = 16R and S =
20R, whih are pratially idential, while S = 12R is slightly higher. The
utuations derease to approximately 5% above and between the turbines.
The remaining turbulent quantities are very similar to those presented in
Chapter 4, although onned by the ground. For brevity, only the total TKE
prodution is shown in Figure 5.8. The TKE sinks are still within the rotor area,
while the soures are in the shear layer above the turbine. The TKE prodution
beneath the turbine is virtually neutral for all three ases.
5.5 Proper Orthogonal Deomposition
POD is applied to the three simulations with PBL for the last 1, 500s within
±1R around the turbine. POD gives 2, 796 modes, but only the rst 100 u-
mulative POD oeients are summarised in Figure 5.9 and Table 5.5. The
POD oeients are very similar to those reported in Setion 4.8 although the
rst POD modes ontain slightly larger amounts of the turbulent kineti energy.
50% of the variane is aptured by the rst ve, four or even three POD modes
for S = 12R, S = 16R, and S = 20R. The rst 100 modes ontain 87 − 89%
of the turbulent kineti energy for all three ases, similar to those reported in
Setion 4.8.
Spatial POD modes
Figures 5.10-5.13 shows the rst 20 POD modes of the streamwise veloity over-
laid by the lateral and vertial streamlines for the three simulations. Several of
the rst POD modes shows dipole strutures, very similar to those presented in
Figure 4.27. Similarities in terms of patterns, whih are oasionally rotated.
The inplane wake rotation is aptured in POD mode 4− 5 for all three simula-
tions. Several of the other POD modes are omparable with and without PBL,
e.g. quadrupole strutures in mode 7 for S = 16R and S = 20R. Deriving
similar POD modes imply that the vertial shear is mainly aptured by the
mean veloity and that the turbulene inherent to the turbines are omparable,
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Figure 5.5: Mean streamwise veloity (
U¯
U0
) and streamlines for the average
inplane irulation (
V¯
U0
and
W¯
U0
). Results are dupliated two or three times in the
lateral to giver better view of the inplane irulation. Broken lines denote the
symmetry lines. The minor dierene between the streamlines in the dupliated
regions arise due to dierenes in the starting points of the streamlines, not
dierene in data.
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Figure 5.6: Detailed view of mean streamwise veloity (
U¯
U0
) and streamlines for
the average inplane irulation (
V¯
U0
and
W¯
U0
), see full view in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.7: Vertial and horizontal veloity and RMS proles. Legend: :
S = 12R. : S = 16R. : S = 20R. : Referene level from
undisturbed PBL. : Rotor extend.
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Figure 5.8: TKE prodution in the lower PBL. Notie, TKE prodution levels
are dimensionless.
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∑N
i=1 λi 12R 16R 20R
1 0.18 0.20 0.22
1− 2 0.33 0.36 0.43
1− 3 0.42 0.45 0.51
1− 4 0.47 0.50 0.55
1− 5 0.51 0.54 0.59
1− 6 0.54 0.57 0.62
1− 7 0.57 0.60 0.65
1− 8 0.60 0.62 0.67
1− 9 0.62 0.64 0.68
1− 10 0.63 0.65 0.69
1− 20 0.73 0.74 0.77
1− 50 0.82 0.83 0.85
1− 100 0.87 0.88 0.89
Table 5.5: Cumulative energy ontent of key POD modes for 12R, 16R, and
20R with PBL.
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whih in turn indiate that the ground only has minor inuene on the dominant
strutures.
The similarities of the POD modes to the work of Saranyasoontorn and
Manuel [56℄ were disussed in Setion 4.8. Here, the dipole strutures are present
in the rst POD modes, while the quadrupole struture of POD mode 3 by
Saranyasoontorn and Manuel is present in mode 6 for S = 12R and mode 7 for
S = 16R and S = 20R.
Saranyassontorn and Manuel [57℄ also examined an alternative sorting(as
opposed to sorting purely by variane) to better aount for yaw loads based
on symmetry onsiderations. However, the present work deals with a three-
bladed rotor as opposed to a two-bladed rotor in the ase by Saranyassontorn
and Manuel, and therefore symmetry is naturally broken and suh onsidera-
tions are of less importane. Furthermore, their input ow eld was based on
stohasti turbulene derived from a Kaimal spetrum, whih naturally leads to
symmetries in the ow.
Similar to the work of Saranyasoontorn and Manuel, the presented POD
modes form the basis for onstruting a new dynami wake model in Chapter
6.
5.6 Summary
Three simulations of innite wind farms with three dierent spaings were ex-
amined. The innite wind farm situation is ahieved by applying yli bound-
ary onditions in the streamwise and lateral diretions as well as imposing a
presribed boundary layer.
An additional simulation with atmospheri turbulene imposed at high alti-
tudes was ompared to the basi simulation with turbine spaings of 12R. The
qualitative omparison showed a minor inrease in inow veloity and power
prodution due to the additional turbulene.
The presene of a boundary layer derease the wake reovery for small tur-
bine spaings, beause the reirulation and turbulent mixing between the tur-
bines are onned. Conversely, the inow veloity is inreased for large turbine
spaings in the presene of a boundary layer, beause the veloity between the
turbine rows inrease and enhane the turbulent mixing. The turbulene inten-
sity in the rotor area is omparable to the three simulations presented in the
previous hapter, whih exluded the eet of an atmospheri bounday layer.
The large oherent strutures were derived as POD modes and examined.
The POD modes revealed remarkable resemblane with the POD modes derived
in Chapter 4 implying the vertial shear is mainly aptured by the mean veloity
and the large turbulent sales inherent to the turbines are omparable. The
investigated POD modes form the basis of the wake models desribed in Chapter
6.
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Figure 5.10: Spatial POD modes 1-5 for spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R with PBL.
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Figure 5.11: Spatial POD modes 6-10 for spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R with
PBL.
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Figure 5.12: Spatial POD modes 11-15 for spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R with
PBL.
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Figure 5.13: Spatial POD modes 16-20 for spaings 12R, 16R, and 20R with
PBL.
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Chapter 6
Wake Models
This hapter desribes the onstrution of two wake models of the ow deep
inside an innite wind farm. Both are based on trunating the full ow eld
by only inluding a limited number of the spatial POD modes determined in
the previous hapter. The POD modes onstitute an optimal orthogonal basis
for the reonstrution of the variane in the ow, i.e. the turbulent kineti en-
ergy. The rst model approah is in the following simply denoted POD, as it
based on diret reonstrution of the ow with a limited number of POD modes.
The seond model inludes an additional temporal trunation to give a further
REDued Order Model and hene abbreviated REDOMO(Latin: to break, to
tame). The temporal trunation only inludes the most dominant frequenies
derived from the temporal eigenfuntions. Hene, REDOMO is diretly based
on POD. The reonstruted ow elds for the three innite wind farm senar-
ios(exluding the HAT simulation) presented in Chapter 5 are investigated and
ompared to the full ow elds extrated from the CFD simulations.
The full and reonstruted ows elds are used as inow onditions for full
aeroelasti omputations in Flex5 and the eetiveness of the wake models are
assessed and veried by omparing the resulting power prodution and prinipal
loads. The power prodution and loads are ompared through time series, spe-
tral analysis, statistis, and nally equivalent loads, desribed in Setion 2.5.1.
Notie, that the present omputations orresponding to the full ow elds might
dier from the turbine performane reported in the previous hapter. The tur-
bine was previously fully oupled to the Navier-Stokes simulations and hene it
responds to the entire ow eld in the CFD omputations, where the turbine
in the following responds to the veloity omponents extrated from a plane
1R upstream the rotor. This generally gives rise to a minor inrease in mean
veloities as experiened by the turbine, but the dierenes are of minor im-
portane as the aim is to verify the wake models against the full ow with the
orresponding turbine performane and loads.
6.1 Reonstruting the ow using POD and RE-
DOMO
The theoretial bakground and dierene between the two proposed wake mod-
els are desribed in Setions 2.3 and 2.4, and the spei details are elaborated
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in this setion.
Figures 4.24 and 4.25 presented an example of a temporal eigenfuntion and
orresponding spetrum for the rst POD mode. The POD model inludes the
full temporal eigenfuntion in the reonstrution, while REDOMO trunates
the reonstrution by determining the dominant frequenies and subsequently
determine saling parameters based on a linear least squares t to the full ow.
Figures 6.1-6.3 presents two dierent spetrums of the temporal eigenfun-
tions for the rst 20 POD modes for all three simulations, i.e. S = 12R,
S = 16R, and S = 20R with PBL. The blue shaded spetrums show spetrums
of the eigenfuntions, while the red shaded spetrums show the spetrums of
the orresponding gradients of the temporal eigenfuntions. Spitler et al. [65℄
outline the importane of the higher veloity gradients for assessing the turbine
loads, and hene the eet is also examined here by inlusion in REDOMO.
The spetrums are normalised by the amplitude of the peak frequeny, whih
are marked by blue irles. The peak gradients are similarly marked by red
irles. Clearly, the most energeti strutures are loated on the lower frequen-
ies. Several of the peak frequenies are diretly aligned for S = 12R and
S = 16R. The aligned peak frequenies reveal how mode pairing oasionally
our both spatially and temporally, e.g. modes 3 and 4 for S = 12R have
similar fP,1 ≈ 0.005Hz. The peak frequenies are slightly more sattered for
S = 20R, but still in the same range. The peak gradient frequenies are at
higher frequenies and there is generally an inrease in frequeny for inreasing
POD mode. The spetrums also generally hange from a single or a few peaks
to numerous peaks for inreasing POD mode. This shift indiates that the
turbulene apture by the higher modes beome more and more homogeneous.
This trend towards more homogeneous turbulene was also revealed by the u-
mulative POD oeient in Figure 5.9. The dominant frequenies are used in
REDOMO by assuming that the energy an be lumped onto these frequenies
by determining appropriate saling parameters.
The saling parameters βk,m are determined by minimizing ||uj − u˜j||2, as
desribed in Setion 2.4. The obtained βk,m-values derease rapidly with in-
reasing POD mode, but the βk,m-values are not shown for brevity.
In the following, M is the number of peak frequenies used in REDOMO for
eah POD mode. The speial ase of inluding the higher gradient frequenies is
denoted with MHG, whih inludes an equal number of peak and high gradient
frequenies, e.g. HHG = 6 orresponds to the three peak frequenies and the
three highest gradient frequenies. Only a limited number of peak frequenies
are used as REDOMO otherwise loose its appealing simpliity.
6.2 Reonstruted Flow Charateristis
Figure 6.4 shows three examples of the instanteneous veloity eld extrated
from the three CFD simulations. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 depit the orresponding
reonstrution using POD and REDOMO, respetively. The eieny of POD
in reonstruting the turbulent ow is indisputable for S = 12R and S = 16R.
The general distribution with higher veloity in the top left orner and lower
veloity in the lower right is aptured using only a ouple of POD modes, while
adding more POD modes results in apturing the ner details. The reon-
struted ow is very omparable to the full ow eld using 20 POD modes,
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Figure 6.1: PSD for S = 12R normalised by peak frequeny. The most energy
ontaining frequeny is marked by a blue irle and the highest veloity gradient
frequeny is marked by a red irle.
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Figure 6.2: PSD for S = 16R normalised by peak frequeny. The most energy
ontaining frequeny is marked by a blue irle and the highest veloity gradient
frequeny is marked by a red irle.
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Figure 6.3: PSD for S = 20R normalised by peak frequeny. The most energy
ontaining frequeny is marked by a blue irle and the highest veloity gradient
frequeny is marked by a red irle.
and pratially idential for 100 modes, even the inplane irulation. Similar
agreement is ahieved for S = 12R. The highest loal peaks are not fully re-
onstruted, whih shows the ltering eet of POD. The ltering eet is even
more pronouned for the POD reonstrution of S = 20R. This example is in-
luded to show that there are instanes, where the instanteneous reonstrution
is less omparable. The reonstrution partiularly fails to apture very high or
very low veloities.
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Figure 6.4: Instantaneous veloity extrated 1R upstream the rst turbine for
all three simulations with PBL.
Figure 6.6 only shows the REDOMO reonstrution for S = 16R, but for a
range of spatial POD modes and frequenies. The left olumn shows the RE-
DOMO ow eld generating using only the most dominant frequeny for eah of
the temporal POD eigenfuntions. Clearly, the instanteneous details of the ow
are not suiently desribed. The high veloity areas are loated in the upper
plane, but on the right as opposed to the left in Figure 6.4. Only minor dier-
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Figure 6.5: POD reonstrutions of the instanteneous veloity in Figure 6.4 for
various number of POD oeients(K) for all three simulations with PBL.
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ene are obtained by adding more POD modes. The middle olumn using three
peak frequenies yield slightly better omparison, although the eet of adding
more spatial POD modes is negletible. The third olumn gives markedly better
results by apturing the orret distribution for K ≥ 8 by using the three peak
frequenies and the three peak gradient frequenies. However, the reonstruted
ow is still learly ltered and does not reah the orret veloity levels. This
indiates that the dynami nature is predominantly aptured by the temporal
eigenfuntions, and that a temporal trunation is potentially problemati.
Figures 6.7-6.10 depits the ltering eet on a more global sale in terms
of the instanteneous turbulent kineti energy for the full ow and the POD
reonstrution for S = 16R with K = 2, K = 12, and K = 100. The in-
stanteneous TKE is omputed using Equation 2.19 but omitting the temporal
averaging. TKE is the most appropriate measure of the reonstruted ow eld,
sine POD is based on optimising the variane, i.e. TKE. The spatial oordi-
nates have been unfolded along the ordinate to give the variane with time along
the absissa. The ontours are saled equally in all gures to enable a diret
omparison of the global patterns. The full ow eld is very busy, yet there are
lear evidene of large oherent strutures as broad bands of elevated and low-
ered regions spanning the majority of the spatial extend. The following gures
show how the inlusion of additional POD modes adds more and more TKE to
the ow so the reonstruted ow eld eventually apture the same patterns and
resemble the full ow eld, also on a global level. As suh, there are only minor
dierenes between the full ow eld and the reonstruted ow eld using the
rst 100 POD modes(88% of the TKE). Any minor dierene arise in areas of
very high or very low TKE.
The global TKE for REDOMO is not shown, sine the ltering is so strong
that it yields a very poorer omparison and reonstrution of the ow eld.
REDOMO results will still be presented, but fous is on the POD wake model
in the following.
The gures show how POD an reonstrut the ow elds to any degree
neessary. It is merely a matter of inluding more POD modes. Therefore, the
most pertinent question is naturally how muh information must be retained to
adequately desribe the ow eld as experiened by the wind turbine.
6.3 Veriation of Models
The question of how muh information and omplexity is needed is examined
through numerous aeroelasti alulations using Flex5. The full ow eld ex-
trated from the CFD simulations as well as several reonstruted ow elds
are used as input to Flex5. An additional referene ase of stohastially gen-
erated Mann turbulene is inluded in the omparison when reasonable. The
aeroelasti omputations are onduted for 1, 500s to keep in line with the pre-
vious analyses, whih is two and a half times the standard period of 600s for
aeroelasti omputations. The resulting performane and loads on the turbine
are examined as a veriation of the proposed wake models. The veriation
fousses on the inow veloity at hub height, power prodution, the loal edge-
and apwise moment on the individual blades as well as yaw and tilting mo-
ments ating on the entire turbine. The investigated parameters are usually
taken as a good measure of the turbine loads and performane, e.g. Hansen
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Figure 6.6: REDOMO reonstrutions of the instanteneous veloity in Figure
6.4 for various number of POD oeients(K) and frequenies(M) for S = 16R.
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Figure 6.7: TKE for full ow, S = 16R.
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Figure 6.8: TKE for POD with K = 2, S = 16R.
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Figure 6.9: TKE for POD with K = 12, S = 16R.
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Figure 6.10: TKE for POD with K = 100, S = 16R.
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Spaing
Uhub
U0
σ( UU0 ) σ(
V
U0
) σ(WU0 )
12R 9.6 0.12 0.10 9.2 · 10−2
16R 11.5 0.10 9.6 · 10−2 8.5 · 10−2
20R 12.0 0.10 8.8 · 10−2 7.5 · 10−2
Table 6.1: Statistis for full ow and generated Mann turbulene.
[24℄. The prinipal parameters are examined through diret omparison of time
series, spetral and statistial analysis, and equivalent loads. The statistis are
alulated for the entire period, although shorter time series are generally shown
for larity.
Additional ow elds of Mann turbulene(Setion 2.1.3) are generated. Three
turbulene boxes of 6.4R× 6.4R× 1, 000R are generated. The size of the boxes
are hosen to allow for inlusion of large sales and to obtain a resolution om-
parable to the numerial simulations, i.e. 20 − 22 points per blade. Boxes of
2R×2R are extrated from the larger boxes as input to Flex5. The turbulene is
generated based on the mean streamwise veloity of the full ow over the rotor
area. The rotor hub height of 2R is used as input and roughness is negleted(sea
state). The turbulene has nally been saled to math the standard deviation
of eah of the veloity omponents in the full ow. Table 6.1 summarise the
turbulent quantites for the generated Mann turbulene. The quantities dier
slightly from those reported in Table 5.4, beause the used values are alulated
within ±1R.
6.3.1 Temporal Veriation
The veloity at hub height is given in Figure 6.11 for all three simulations
and for a variety of reonstruted ows and with the full ow as referene.
The gure only shows a period of 300s to visualise the details. The POD
reonstrutions are given in the left pane. Reonstruting using only 2 POD
modes gives a fairly good reonstrution for S = 12R, even aptures the larger
oherent strutures around t ≈ 420s, but struggles for larger spaings. POD
yields exellent agreement with the full ow for K ≥ 12 for S = 12R and 16R,
but POD generally struggles with rereating the inow veloity for S = 20R.
This is somewhat surprising sine the rst POD oeients where larger for
S = 20R, see Figure 5.9 and Table 5.5. However, the time series gives insight
into the underlying reasons for the poorer reonstrution. The large oherent
strutures are of notieably shorter durations for the larger spaings, i.e. higher
veloity gradients. High gradients are diult to reonstrut sine it resembles
a disontinuity. Retaining suh abrupt hanges require larger number of modes,
similar to Fourier transform of a jump disontinuity, whih gives rise to the well-
known Gibbs phenomenon. Therefore, the rst POD oeients for S = 20R
might ontain more energy, but simultaneously demand more POD modes to
apture the shorter and more extreme events, whih may not ontain large
amounts of energy. The presene of more extreme events of shorter duration
is validated by the smaller RMS values for the streamwise and lateral veloity
utuations in Table 5.4. The shorter duration of these extreme events are
presumed to be a diret artifat of the larger spaings, where the ow behind
and between the turbines is less onned by the boundary layer over the wind
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farm. This permits larger strutures to penetrate the boundary layer more easily
and add sudden bursts of energy to the ow inside the wind farm.
The REDOMO reonstrutions are given in the right pane. The dynamis
of the ow have learly been ltered out and adding more spatial POD modes
and the high gradient frequenies only yields minor improvements.
The power prodution is shown in Figure 6.12. The power prodution is
reprodued very well by all POD reonstrutions for S = 12R and S = 16R,
even for K < 12. The poorer reonstrution of the inow veloity for S = 20R
aet the power prodution, and only minor improvements are made by adding
more modes. The power prodution derived from REDOMO also gives a poor
t, but it is still apable of rereating some of the larger trends, e.g. t ≈ 400s
for S = 16R.
Figure 6.13 shows the apwise moment(MF ) ating on a turbine blade. The
apwise moment originates from the thrust and deets the blades downwind.
The gure tells the same story, where POD is very eient at rereating the
loads for the smaller and intermediate spaings. It also shows how POD for
S = 20R and REDOMO appear to apture the orret frequenies although
with muh smaller amplitudes.
The edgewise moments(ME) are plotted in Figure 6.14 and stems from the
tangential fores on the blades. All reonstruted ows gives very good agree-
ment with the full ow situation, sine this edgewise moments are dominated
by gravity as the blades rotates.
The yaw moment(MY ) attempts to turn the rotor around the tower axis and
is depited in Figure 6.15. The exellent reonstrution by POD is partiular
pronouned for the yaw moment for the smaller spaings, although a minimum
number of POD modes is required as K = 2 is too few. The remaining re-
onstrutions results in too small loads. Similar results are shown in Figure
6.16, whih gives the tilting moment(MT ). The tilting moment bends the entire
turbine bak and forth, and the yaw and tilting moments are a diret measure
of the large turbulent strutures whih will try to turn or overturn the turbine
when in a partial wake situation.
6.3.2 Spetral Veriation
The Power Spetral Density(PSD) are omputed for the loads and ompared
to the full ow. The spetral analysis of the apwise moments for all three
spaing are given for a number of reonstruted ow elds and the referene
Mann turbulene in Figure 6.17. The blade passing frequeny 1P = 0.29Hz
and its harmonis are present in all the spetrums, even spetrums derived
from REDOMO. This indiates how even REDOMO resolves large strutures,
whih are omparable to the atual strutures in time, but not in magnitude.
The peaks assoiated with the blade passing arise beause the rotational time of
the turbine is muh lower than the passage time of the large oherent strutures.
Therefore, eah blade passes through the oherent strutures of high and low
veloity and are exerted by high and low loads several times for eah large
oherent struture. Both wake models apture these peak frequenies, although
REDOMO leads to smaller and very narrow peaks. Adding more POD modes
enables the POD model to apture both peak width and levels of the spetrums
orretly. So the omparison between higher POD models and the full ow is
one again exellent. There are minor disrepanies at higher frequenies, whih
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Figure 6.11: Streamwise veloity at hub height for full and reonstruted ows.
Legend: : Full ow. : POD: K = 2. REDOMO: K = 2 and M = 1.
: POD: K = 12. REDOMO: K = 20 and M = 1. : POD: K = 100.
REDOMO: K = 20 and MHG = 6.
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Figure 6.12: Power prodution for full and reonstruted ows.
Legend: : Full ow. : POD: K = 2. REDOMO: K = 2 and M = 1.
: POD: K = 12. REDOMO: K = 20 and M = 1. : POD: K = 100.
REDOMO: K = 20 and MHG = 6.
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Figure 6.13: Flapwise moment for full and reonstruted ows.
Legend: : Full ow. : POD: K = 2. REDOMO: K = 2 and M = 1.
: POD: K = 12. REDOMO: K = 20 and M = 1. : POD: K = 100.
REDOMO: K = 20 and MHG = 6.
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Figure 6.14: Edgewise moment for full and reonstruted ows.
Legend: : Full ow. : POD: K = 2. REDOMO: K = 2 and M = 1.
: POD: K = 12. REDOMO: K = 20 and M = 1. : POD: K = 100.
REDOMO: K = 20 and MHG = 6.
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Figure 6.15: Yaw moment for full and reonstruted ows.
Legend: : Full ow. : POD: K = 2. REDOMO: K = 2 and M = 1.
: POD: K = 12. REDOMO: K = 20 and M = 1. : POD: K = 100.
REDOMO: K = 20 and MHG = 6.
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Figure 6.16: Tilt moment for full and reonstruted ows.
Legend: : Full ow. : POD: K = 2. REDOMO: K = 2 and M = 1.
: POD: K = 12. REDOMO: K = 20 and M = 1. : POD: K = 100.
REDOMO: K = 20 and MHG = 3.
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is a natural onsequene of the energy ltering. Mann turbulene aptures this
slightly better as there is no ltering of the small sales. POD for S = 20R
also give a very good agreement, although it is shifted in magnitude, i.e. fails
to reprodue the orret energy level. Mann turbulene also gives a very good
agreement with the full ow, but it does not math the levels orretly despite
being saled to the full ow statistis. This dierene presumably arise from
the dierene in vertial shear.
The edgewise moment spetrum reveal similar tendenies in Figure 6.18.
The dominating frequeny previously seen in Figure 6.14 learly oinides with
a very narrow band around the blade passing frequeny 1P . 3P and partiular
6P are also very distint. Several POD modes are required to reah the orret
levels for 6P . Mann turbulene one again yield a omparable spetrum, but at
a smaller level.
The spetrums for yaw and tilt moments portrait similar trends in Figures
6.19 and 6.20. The dominant frequeny is now loated at f ≈ 3P , beause the
yaw and tilt are moments aeting the entire turbine, not just the individual
blades. Therefore, the turbine is exerted by yaw and tilting moment eah time
any of the three blade passes through a large oherent struture, whih ours
at a rate of 3P .
The spetral analysis shows very good agreement between the full ow and
the POD reonstruted ows for small and intermediate spaings. The lter-
ing nature of both POD and REDOMO naturally reonstruts less energy on
the higher frequenies, but dominant peaks and most energeti frequenies are
mathed exellently. Despite its rudeness, REDOMO still apture the peak
frequenies in the load spetrums. However, the dynami response of the tur-
bine is not resolved orretly as the assoiated peaks are very narrow. Hene,
it does not give rise to the orret damping response of the turbine, as the
spetral width is related to the damping ratio. Stohastially generated Mann
turbulene generally gives a good agreement with the full spetrum, although
with smaller level, so an alternative saling is potentially possible, but will still
depend on simulated or measured target values.
6.3.3 Statistial Comparison
The turbine performane in terms of power prodution is governed by the
streamwise inow veloity at hub height. The dierent ow ases are in the
following gures referened aording to the following list:
1. O: Full ow, referene ase.
2. P1: POD with K = 2.
3. P2: POD with K = 4.
4. P3: POD with K = 8.
5. P4: POD with K = 12.
6. P5: POD with K = 20.
7. P6: POD with K = 100.
8. R1: REDOMO with K = 2 and M = 1.
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Figure 6.17: PSD of apwise moments for full and reonstruted ows for all
three simulations with PBL. Legend: : Full ow. : Reonstruted
ow.
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Figure 6.18: PSD of edgewise moments for full and reonstruted ows for all
three simulations with PBL. Legend: : Full ow. : Reonstruted
ow or Mann turbulene.
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Figure 6.19: PSD of yaw moments for full and reonstruted ows for all three
simulations with PBL. Legend: : Full ow. : Reonstruted ow.
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Figure 6.20: PSD of tilt moments for full and reonstruted ows for all three
simulations with PBL. Legend: : Full ow. : Reonstruted ow.
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9. R2: REDOMO with K = 20 and M = 1.
10. R3: REDOMO with K = 20 and MHG = 6.
11. M1: Mann turbulene.
Figure 6.21 shows the mean and standard deviation of the power prodution
for eah simulation. POD underpredits the mean power prodution by less
than 4% for S = 12R, while the three REDOMO examples underpredits by
7%. The power prodution is modelled very well(< 1% disrepany) for all ases
with S = 16R, while the larger spaing gives rise to a minor overpredition of
power, but still less than 2% for both POD and REDOMO. POD also math
the standard deviations using K > 2 for S = 12R and S = 16R, while it is
underpredited for S = 20R. REDOMO yields inreasing standard deviation
for inreasing spaing, but does not apture the full variability. Neither does
the Mann turbulene, although it is loser for larger spaing.
The higher order statistis in terms of skewness and kurtosis are ompared.
The third moment or skewness s is omputed as
s =
E(X − µ)3
σ3
(6.1)
where µ is the mean of the signal X and σ is the standard deviation. E repre-
sents the expeted value of X − µ. Similarly, the fourth moment or kurtosis is
omputed as
κ =
E(X − µ)4
σ4
(6.2)
The skewness and kurtosis express the shape of the probability density fun-
tion(PDF) of a given signal. REDOMO ases are disregarded, sine the higher
order statistis are poor and hene distort the sale for diret omparison be-
tween the statistis of the full ow, POD, and Mann turbulene. Figure 6.22
portrait an example of a PDF for the tilting moment for S = 16R. The rst
POD reonstrutions show a narrower and more peaked distribution, while POD
quikly adapts towards the PDF of the full ow when inluding more modes.
Mann turbulene also yields a narrower and more peaked PDF. The skewness
is slightly higher for the reonstruted ow indiating how the full ow has a
slightly stronger tendeny towards larger negative moments. Kurtosis is a mea-
sure of the outlying points and how peaked the distribution is. The kurtosis of
the tilting moments are lose to 3 for the full ow and the reonstruted ows for
K ≥ 8. As referene, a normal distribution has kurtosis of 3. The similarity(or
dierenes) of the higher order statistis are hene expressed by the skewness
and kurtosis in Figures 6.23 and 6.24.
Generally, the skewness are mathed well for the small(S = 12R) and
intermediate(S = 16R) spaings for K > 4, while the orresponding skew-
ness for the large spaing(S = 20R) is further from the target. It appears
the small spaing is skewed positive towards higher power, ap-wise, and tilt
moments as opposed to the skewness of larger spaings. Conversely, the large
spaing is skewed positively towards larger edgewise moments. The intermedi-
ate spaing portraits no or very little skewness for power, ap-, edge-wise, and
yaw moments. Mann turbulene is more inonsistent with both good and bad
agreement for both small and large spaings.
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Figure 6.21: Mean and standard deviations of power prodution for various
reonstruted ows for all three spaings.
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The kurtosis mostly shows good agreement, exept for the power and apwise
moment for S = 20R and partiular for lower number of POD modes. The
remaining distributions yield kurtosis omparable to a normal distribution, i.e.
κ = 3. The edgewise moment is the exeption, but it is onstant around κ ≈ 1.6
for all ases. Mann turbulene also gives good agreement.
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Figure 6.22: PDF of tilting moment for S = 16R. Legend: : Full ow.
: POD: K = 2. : POD: K = 12. : POD: K = 100. : Mann
turbulene.
The reonstruted ows are apable of apturing both the low and high
order statistis very well. The high order statistis naturally require more POD
modes, but the statistis are generally preserved for K ≥ 8 for the small and
intermediate spaings. The omparison with Mann turbulene is more mixed
with both good and poor agreements, whih is to be expeted as the method
does not guarentee that higher order statistis are preserved.
6.3.4 Equivalent Loads Veriation
Equivalent load alulations are performed using the reonstruted ow elds
and Mann turbulene, and subsequently ompared to the equivalent loads for
the full ow. Calulating equivalent loads enable a diret omparison between
dierent load situations, where the full ow simulations are assumed represent
the orret loads. The formula for alulating the equivalent loads are desribed
in Setion 2.5.1. Three dierent material parameters of m = 3, m = 6, and m =
10 are examined, whih orresponds to steel, high quality steel and omposite
materials, suh as berglas, see Larsen et al. [35℄.
The equivalent loads are presented in Figures 6.25, 6.26, and 6.28 for S =
12R, S = 16R, and S = 20R, respetively. The equivalent loads are normalised
by the referene equivalent load derived from the full ow to desribe how muh
of the total load is aptured by the wake models. The equivalent loads for the
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Figure 6.23: Skewness for the prinipal omponents exerted by the dierent
ows. Legend: : S = 12R. : S = 16R. : S = 20R.
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Figure 6.24: Kurtosis for the prinipal omponents exerted by the dierent
ows. Legend: : S = 12R. : S = 16R. : S = 20R.
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edgewise moments are omitted, sine all reonstrutions result in more than
90% of the equivalent loads. There is a lear inrease in the equivalent loads
as more POD modes are inluded in the reonstruted ow. The equivalent
apwise moments inrease from 42% to 96% for m = 3 and from 57% to 98%
for m = 10 as K inreases from 2 to 100. This also reveal how the same inow
onditions aet various materials dierently. The equivalent loads indiate how
the low frequent loads aet the omposite materials more, i.e. the materials
with higher m-values. This adds omplexity to the demands in the attempts to
develop a dynami and detailed wake model, whih inorporate all the neessary
frequenies. Similar trends are seen for the yaw and tilting moments, although
the aptured perentage of the equivalent loads are lower than for the apwise
moments. However, POD still results in apturing 62 − 77% of the equivalent
loads for K = 12 and more than 88% for K = 100. REDOMO yields very poor
agreement for the equivalent loads as it only orresponds to 5% − 28% of the
full equivalent loads. Mann turbulene results in loads omparable in size to
those aptured by the rst 2− 4 POD modes as it aounts for 49− 61% of the
equivalent loads.
The equivalent loads for S = 16R show similar trends while resulting in even
better agreement with the equivalent loads from the full ow. The apwise mo-
ments are desribed by 45% for m = 3 and 71% for m = 10 using only 2 POD
modes. This also reveals a pivotal part of the wake model veriation. The
proposed wake models are based on an optimal energy ltering of the ow eld.
But the wind turbine also ats as a lter as it responds and adapts to the highly
dynami ow. The ontroller inludes a temporal lter due to the physial re-
sponse time and it lters out high frequenies. Moreover, the spatial extend of
the wind turbine ats as a spatial lter as the ontroller essentially reats to
the integrated loads over the entire rotor. This additional ltering explains how
36% of the turbulent kineti energy gives rise to 45−71% of the equivalent ap-
wise loads. This is seen by omparing the equivalent loads with energy ontent
summarised in Table 5.5. Figure 6.27 shows the umulative energy ontent of
the POD modes and the regions enlosed by the equivalent loads of the three
material parameters for S = 16R, i.e. the upper bound is governed by the equiv-
alent loads arising for m = 10 and the lower bound from m = 3. The horizontal
lines represent the equivalent loads from the Mann turbulene. The equivalent
apwise moment is always larger than the energy ontent for all three material
parameter. The POD model is on par with Mann turbulene when inluding
4− 8 modes, but the POD model outperforms Mann for the apwise moments
when inluding K ≥ 12. The reonstruted yaw and tilt moments initially yield
less of the equivalent loads than the inluded energy would otherwise presup-
pose. However, the reonstruted equivalent loads are one again on par with
the energy ontent for K ≥ 12 and exeeds the energy ontent for K ≥ 20. The
stohasti Mann turbulene gives rise to loads equivalent of inluding up to 4−8
POD modes. This validates how some of the ner sales of the turbulene are
superuous due the various ltering eets, but also that global loads suh as
yaw and tilt require detailed wake models to predit the loads aurately.
Finally, the equivalent loads for S = 20R is shown in Figure 6.28. The
equivalent loads yield a poor omparison, at least ompared to the previous
ases. No more than 56% of the edgewise loads are rereated, and only a minor
improvement is obtained by inluding more modes for m = 6 and m = 10.
Yaw and tilt show a more linear inrease and REDOMO atually performs
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Figure 6.25: Normalised equivalent loads for various reonstrutions for S = 12R
with PBL. Legend: : m = 3. : m = 6. : m = 10.
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Figure 6.26: Normalised equivalent loads for various reonstrutions for S = 16R
with PBL. Legend: : m = 3. : m = 6. : m = 10.
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Figure 6.27: Comparison of equivalent loads and reonstruted energy ontent
for S = 16R. Legend: : POD oeients. : Flapwise moment. :
Yaw moment. : Tilt moment.


The horizontal lines show the orresponding
equivalent loads using Mann turbulene.
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omparable to the full POD reonstrutions when only using a few POD modes.
Conversely, the Mann turbulene aounts for 65− 77% of the equivalent loads.
This naturally suggest that the spaing between the turbines are large enough
for the turbulene to approah homogeneous turbulene.
The equivalent loads are aptured exellently by the POD reonstrutions
for S = 12R and S = 16R as more modes are inluded in the reonstrution.
The stohastially generated Mann turbulene aounts for equivalent loads or-
responding to the rst few POD modes(2 − 8), as it gives rise to 49 − 73% of
the equivalent loads ompared to the full ow situation. Therefore, K ≥ 12
should be used to reap the benets of the POD model and gain better agree-
ment in terms of equivalent loads ompared to simply employing homogeneous
turbulene. Furthermore, the POD modes K > 100 are basially redundant for
the small and intermediate turbine spaings(S = 12R− 16R). Only half of the
equivalent loads are aounted for by the reonstrutions for larger spaings,
whereas Mann turbulene aounts for up to 77%, indiating that the ow is
loser to the upsaled homogeneous turbulene.
6.3.5 Veriation Summary
The main onlusions from the previous setions with dierent veriations
are briey summarised in Table 6.2 for the two proposed wake models and
the generated Mann turbulene. The summary learly shows that the POD
wake model generally yields exellent omparisons with the full ow for small
and intermediate spaings(S = 12R − 16R). REDOMO performs poorly in
the majority of the veriation analyses, while the Mann turbulene generally
performs well, partiular for large spaings.
6.4 Outlook and Model Appliation
The previous setions demonstrate how the POD wake models apture all the
main features of the ow, whih subsequently results in omparable time series,
spetrums, statistis, and loads. Conversely, REDOMO fails to apture the
dynamis and is insuient in reproduing inows, whih leads to omparable
turbine loads. Despite the exellent agreement between the POD wake models
and the full ow, it is important to stress that POD models are not generi and
are inapable of prediting additional inow elds, e.g. for S = 18R. Therefore,
a omprehensive database ontaining a range of simulations is neessary, where
design situations ould be extrated from. The present work inludes a para-
metri investigation of three dierent spaings, but it is neessary to examine
the dependeny of other parameters.
Spaing has a lear inuene on the ability for the wake models to au-
rately desribe the ow as seen in the previous setions, where the wake models
struggled to apture the more spurious events of the large spaing(S = 20R).
Therefore, additional spaings ould be examined to test the limits of the model
appliations. The urrent simulations are also based on wind farms with the
same lateral and streamwise separation, whih appeared to onne the ow and
hene mixing for the small and intermediate spaings, see Setion 5.4. There-
fore, alternative array layouts ould be of interest, e.g. an innite wind farm
separated by 12R in the lateral and 20R in the streamwise. Investigating partly
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Figure 6.28: Normalised equivalent loads for various reonstrutions for S = 20R
with PBL. Legend: : m = 3. : m = 6. : m = 10.
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Veriation POD REDOMO Mann
Temporal Exellent t for the
small and interme-
diate spaings for
K ≥ 12. Poor t
for the large spa-
ing.
Generally poor t
for all spaings, al-
though it aptures
the orret frequen-
ies for the ap-
and edgewise mo-
ments.
Not omparable.
Spetral Exellent t for the
small and inter-
mediate spaings
for K ≥ 12, but
the spetral en-
ergy is low on the
higher frequenies.
Mediore t for
the large spaing,
beause it aptures
the orret peak
frequenies, but the
spetral ontent is
too low.
Captures the or-
ret peak frequen-
ies, but the peaks
are too narrow and
energy ontent too
low.
Very good t, al-
though the spetral
energy is generally
too low.
Statistis Very good agree-
ment for small and
intermediate spa-
ings for K ≥ 8.
Not omparable. Mixed results, sine
higher statistis are
not preserved.
Equivalent
Loads
Exellent agree-
ment for the small
and intermedi-
ate spaings for
K ≥ 12. Poor or
mediore agree-
ment for the large
spaing.
Poor agreement. Good agreement
for small and inter-
mediate spaings,
omparable to
POD for K < 8.
Very good agree-
ment for large
spaing.
Table 6.2: Summary of the main onlusions from the preeeding veriation.
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aligned turbine (sometimes referred to as staggered turbines) are of less interest
due to the dynami nature of the ow deep inside the innite wind farm, where
the turbines are onstantly experiening partial wake situations.
The vertial shear is aeted by the atmospheri stability, so dierent pre-
sribed boundary layers should be investigated and a vertial veer might also
be neessary as the size of wind turbines ontinue to inrease, extending further
into the atmospheri boundary layer. However, the similarity between several of
the dominant spatial POD modes desribed in Setion 4.8 and 5.5 suggest that
the main eet of the vertial shear is aptured by the mean veloity prole.
Finally, the reported simulations have all been run for one initial inow velo-
ity of 15m/s and other veloity ranges should be explored. However, the present
simulations are expeted to be somewhat salable with the freestream veloity.
The expeted salability stems from the full oupling of the non-dimensionalised
Navier-Stokes solver and the turbines, whih are governed by the ontroller. The
time histories and statistis showed how the turbine predominantly operated be-
low rated wind speed (15m/s), and hene the ative ontroller ensured that the
turbine was operating in the same regime of P ∝ U3hub. The variability of the
inow results in a mean wake, whih is the ombined eet of merging numer-
ous wakes arising from dierent instanteneous load distributions and dierent
tip-speed ratios. The eet of tip-speed ratio on the far wake was examined in
Chapter 3, whih showed that the near wake is dierent for dierent tip-speed
ratios, but also how the far wake veloity proles approah self-similar gaus-
sian veloity proles. Self-similarity is also assumed by Frandsen et al. [20℄,
and self-similarity implies that the wake is salable with λTS or CT . Frandsen
et al. [20℄ saled the asymptoti veloity to CT , see Setion 4.6. Figure 6.29
shows the loal CT distribution for a range of tip-speed ratios from λTS = 3.6
to λTS = 12.7, i.e. an analysis similar to the sweep urve in Figure 2.2 with
uniform inow. The gure reveals three disernible regimes. The rst regime of
high tip-speed ratios(λTS = 12.7) leads to a radially inreasing CT distribution,
whih peaks near the blade tip. The seond regime yields a nearly uniform load
distribution for λTS = 6 − 9, whih is usually the preferred operational range
for a wind turbine. CT has maximum loser to the root and derease radially
in the third regime for tip-speed ratios of 5 or less. The mean streamwise velo-
ities at hub height(Table 5.2) all orresponds to tip-speed ratios in the seond
regime(λTS = 6 − 9), where the load distributions are omparable and almost
uniformly distributed. Furthermore, the inreased turbulene between the tur-
bines will assist in breaking down any instanteneous dierenes and remnants
of the near wake before the wake reahes the following turbine. Hene, it is
onjetured that the POD wake models are salable within the seond regime.
Shifting the results presented in Figure 6.21 indiates that the POD wake model
an be employed for U0 ∈ [8 − 15]m/s for S = 16R, whih then yields average
veloities at hub height Uhub ∈ [6 − 12]m/s. An additional number of simula-
tions ould be run to over the above rated regime, where the power prodution
is kept onstant by pithing the blades.
6.5 Summary
Two dierent wake models denoted POD and REDOMO were examined and
ompared to the full ow and stohastially generated Mann turbulene. The
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instanteneous ow harateris were aptured exellently by the POD model,
while REDOMO resulted in a poor representation of the ow eld. POD also
gave good agreement with the full ow on a global level in terms of the instan-
teneous TKE. The performane of the models were assessed by using the wake
models as input to full aeroelasti alulations performed in Flex5. REDOMO
generally gave poor agreement and appeared less appliable despite its appeal-
ing simpliity. The applied ltering is too strong and dominant dynamis are
disarded. Conversely, POD yields exellent agreement with the full ow, par-
tiular for small and intermediate spaing(S = 12R− 16R) when using K ≥ 12
POD modes. Stohasti Mann turbulene gave rise to equivalent loads ompa-
rable to the POD reonstrutions using K ∈ [2− 8]. POD resulted in mediore
omparison for large spaing(S = 20R), whih was attributed to the presene of
spurious burst of energy, whih appear as disontinuities. Homogeneous Mann
turbulene gave better omparison for large spaings(S = 20R).
The overall agreement was exellent for POD in term of time series, spe-
trums, higher order statistis, and most importantly the loads exerted on the
turbine. Therefore, the proposed POD model was veried to meet all three ri-
terias outlined by Sanderse [55℄ in the Introdution. The proposed POD model
is not omposed of several submodels dealing with eah performane riteria,
but inherently fulll the riterias by retaining the dominant dynamis of the
ow.
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Chapter 7
Conlusions
Several numerial simulations of wakes and wake interation between numerous
wind turbines have been onduted and the results have been presented. The
general Navier-Stokes solver, EllipSys3D, and LES have been employed for the
numerial simulations, and the wind turbines are modelled using the Atuator
Line method. The overall aim of the present work has been to analyse the
turbulent ow deep inside large wind farms in order to derive a dynami wake
model based on the simulated physis.
The wake development behind a single turbine was initially examined in
Chapter 3. Two simulations were presented for dierent tip-speed ratios and
CT -values, i.e. a highly loaded rotor and a rotor operating on or lose to its op-
timal tip-speed ratio. The wake development was shown to be governed by the
tip-speed ratio and the analysis highlighted the downstream development and
dierenes between the two ases. The wake exhibited large sale motions and
the wake entre was determined by a entre of mass approah, whih indiated
that the wake entre moved up to 1.6R from the enterline. Proper Orthogonal
Deomposition(POD) was applied to extrated slies of the three veloity om-
ponents, and the onvergene of the POD modes was examined to determine
the neessary number of slies. The spatial POD modes revealed large oher-
ent strutures in the wake and several portraited lear symmetri patterns, e.g.
dipole, quadrupole, and hexapole strutures.
Three idealised ases of innitely long rows of turbines were simulated and
investigated in Chapter 4. The turbulent quantities were deemed statistially
onverged aross all the presented simulations for a temporal window of 1, 500s.
The statistis proved a lear dependeny on spaing, e.g. inreased mean ve-
loity for inreased spaing due to enhaned mixing and wake reovery. The
mean veloities were ompared to the analytial models by N. O. Jensen [28℄
and Frandsen et al. [20℄. The former showed very good agreement, while the
latter was essentially alibrated to t the CFD results. The turbulent ow quan-
tities revealed how the turbulent kineti energy prodution is assoiated with
the tip vorties and ours in an annular band around the turbine. The turbu-
lent kineti energy was onversely shown to be extrated within the rotor area.
The basi hypothesis of the Dynami Wake Meandering model, that the large
wake motions are governed by the large atmospheri sales, was investigated.
Large sales were demonstrated to be inherent to the wake interation deep in-
side large wind farms as the simulations exluded the inuene of atmospheri
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turbulene. Furthermore, the analysis highlighted diulties involved with de-
sribing the wake as a passive traer in a moving frame of referene, whih is
another fundamental part of the Dynami Wake Meandering model. The ross
orrelations were omputed as a measure of the integral length sales and to
assess the impat of the yli boundary onditions, whih was deemed minor.
POD was applied to veloity omponents extrated from these simulations as
well, and the orresponding POD modes also revealed large oherent strutures
and symmetri patterns.
The innite wind farm senario was simulated in Chapter 5 with a pre-
sribed boundary layer for three dierent lateral and streamwise spaings. The
vertial shear amplied the ndings from the idealised rows, i.e. wake reov-
ery was enhaned for large turbine spaings and redued for small spaings.
The turbine spaing was shown to have a signiant impat on onning the
ow, as the ow was onned between the rows of turbines for small and in-
termediate spaings(S = 12R − 16R). The eet was reversed for the large
spaing(S = 20R) as the ow between the turbines was even aelerated, lead-
ing to a further inrease in wake reovery. The ability of high altitude turbulene
to penetrate the boundary layer over the wind farm was investigated qualita-
tively, whih resulted in a minor inrease in turbulent mixing and wake reovery.
The derived POD modes were often omparable to those derived from the ide-
alised row senarios, whih suggest that the inplane spatial extend of the large
oherent strutures are omparable for the two senarios, irrespetive of the
vertial shear in the streamwise veloity prole.
POD formed the basis for two proposed wake models, whih were onstruted
in Chapter 6. A diret reonstrution using the rst POD modes and a sim-
plied model(REDOMO), where the dominant frequenies were identied from
the temporal eigenfuntions and saled to t the full ow in a least squares
sense. The instanteneous ow dynamis and the global turbulent kineti energy
were reonstruted exellently by the POD models, while REDOMO generally
struggled to apture the dynamis. The model veriation was onduted using
ow elds derived from the wake models as input to aeroelasti omputations
followed by omparing the turbine performane and response with those or-
responding to the full ow extrated from the CFD simulations. The models
were also ompared to stohastially generated Mann turbulene with the same
turbulent properties. The spetral analysis generally gave rise to the orret
shape of the spetrums derived from the Mann turbulene, although the spe-
tral densities were too low, suggesting the possibility of deriving a dierent
saling for the stohasti turbulene. The stohasti turbulene was also shown
to aount for 49−77% of the equivalent loads. The Mann turbulene gave par-
tiularly good agreement for the large spaing(S = 20R), whih indiates that
the turbulene eventually approah homogeneous turbulene, if the turbines are
far enough apart. REDOMO ould seldomly apture the dynamis of the ow,
whih gave rise to poor agreement with the full ow. The POD wake model was
veried to give exellent agreement in terms of time series, spetrums, higher
order statistis, and equivalent loads for small and intermediate turbine spa-
ing. POD only resulted in a mediore omparison for large turbine spaings
due to the presene of more spurious events. These bursts were more dison-
tinuous for larger spaings, sine the ow above and between the turbines was
less onned. The veriation revealed that the POD wake model should be
onstruted using 12 or more POD modes to onsistently reap the benets for
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small and intermediate turbine spaings ompared to merely employing stohas-
ti and homogeneous turbulene. For large turbine spaings, the homogeneous
turbulene outperforms the POD models.
The present work has veried the appliability of POD based wake models,
whih enables fast and reliable omputations of the highly omplex and dynami
turbulent ow deep inside large wind farms. The dynamis of the proposed wake
model delivers a key omponent in terms of fullling all three riterias outlined
in the Introdution by a single wake model, where the kinemati models fail to
predit the dynami power prodution and loads. The derived dynami inows
broadens the potential appliations of the wake model to inlude both individual
turbine design as well as optimizing wind farm layout and wind farm ontrol.
However, extending the proposed wake model to other senarios demands a om-
prehensive database, where the appropriate model omponents an be extrated
from in order to quikly generate detailed inow onditions.
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